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Two dimensional spetropolarimetry of a sunspotJan Jur��akAstronomial InstituteAademy of Sienes of the Czeh RepubliOnd�rejovSupervisor: RNDr. Mihal Sobotka CS.AbstratSpetropolarimetri observations of an irregular sunspot are analysed in thisthesis. Two areas overing umbral ores, whih are divided by light bridgesand surrounded by a penumbra, were sanned in magnetially sensitive ironlines by the La Palma Stokes Polarimeter attahed to the 0.5 m SwedishVauum Solar Telesope, on�guration of instruments produing one of thebest spetropolarimetri data available.Strati�ations of the temperature, magneti �eld vetor, and line-of-sightveloity are retrieved in the observed areas using the Stokes Inversion basedon Response funtions (SIR) tehnique, the inversion ode developed at theInstituto de Astrof��sia de Canarias.The resulting values of these plasma parameters are in a good agreementwith previous studies of photospheri layers of sunspots. The irregular um-bras behave the same way as expeted from the regular ourrenes of thesephenomena.Although only parts of the penumbra were observed, the behaviour ofthe plasma quantities strati�ations is found there in agreement with previ-ous studies. Even better spatial resolution than in previous analyses is notsuÆient to diretly resolve the expeted �lamentary struture of the penum-bra. Nonetheless, strong evidenes for suh on�guration of the penumbraare presented supporting the theoretial simulations of the rising ux tubesby Shlihenmaier et al. (1998).The light bridges are studied with advaned inversion tehnique (pro-viding the strati�ations of plasma quantities) for the �rst time. Knownfats, like the derease in magneti �eld strength and the inrease in inli-nation with respet to the surrounding umbrae, are on�rmed along with atemperature inrease in these strutures. Moreover, the behaviour of theseparameters with height indiate the presene of a anopy struture abovethe light bridges.
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1 IntrodutionSunspots are the �rst known phenomena observed on the solar dis. If wedo not onsider the anient observations, the sunspots were redisovered byGalilei and others around the beginning of 17th entury. From that timeon, the sunspots were losely studied. The �rst important disovery aboutthe nature of the sunspots was made by Wilson in 1769 who found that thevisible radiation from the umbra and the penumbra emerges from a deeperlayers than that from the quiet photosphere. At that times, it led to wrongonlusion that the entral parts of the sun are dark and therefore ool. Thefundamental disovery was made by Hale who measured a magneti �eld insunspots (Hale 1908). Sine then, the magneti �eld is onsidered to be themain ause of sunspot formation. Present knowledge about the sunspots issummarised in Set. 2.The instrumental equipment has been developing together with the un-derstanding of sunspots phenomena. Starting with the naked-eye obser-vations and ended nowadays with various satellite missions and groundtelesopes observing in broad range of wavelengths. This thesis is basedon data observed with the La Palma Stokes Polarimeter (LPSP) attahedto the 0.5 m Swedish Vauum Solar Telesope (SVST). This on�gurationof instruments produed one of the best spetropolarimetri data availablenowadays, although similar data with higher spatial resolution should beavailable in near future through the Solar-B mission. This satellite will belaunhed in summer 2006 and will arry the 0.5 m optial telesope with theFoal Plane Pakage (FPP). One of the instruments inluded in the FPPwill be the spetropolarimeter whih will produe similar data sets as areanalysed in this thesis. The observation and data redution are desribedin Set. 3.All the information about the sunspot magneti �eld, veloity, and tem-perature are retrieved from the radiation we reeive from the sun. Overthe time, various tehniques have been used to estimate the magnitude ofvarious plasma parameters. From the simplest estimation of line-of-sightveloity from the shift of the Stikes I pro�le, to one of the most advanedinversion odes: Stokes Inversion based on Response funtions (SIR). Thedesription of this inversion ode is summarised in Set. 4. The reliabilityof the inversion is also disussed in that setion along with the examples ofthe response funtions to various plasma parameters.The results of the inversion are desribed in Set. 5. The results areompared with previous studies of sunspots and some new onlusions aremade. 10



2 SunspotsThe presene of intense magneti �eld is the fundamental ondition requiredfor the formation of the umbra and the penumbra, two main omponentsreating the sunspot. The onvetive motions, whih heat the photospherilayers, are greatly redued in the presene of the magneti �eld and thereforethe ool and dark area emerges on the solar surfae.The disovery of magneti �eld in sunspots also explained the origin ofthe Wilson depression, or better to say, the depression of the unit ontinuumoptial depth (� = 1) in sunspots. The depth, from whih is the radiationoming, depends on the opaity of the photospheri layers. The main on-tribution to the opaity in the visible light is the H� bound-free opaity,whih is proportional to the plasma temperature and gas pressure. Thetemperature is lower in the sunspots and aordingly is the opaity. As willbe shown below, the gas pressure is smaller in the sunspots and the opaityof the plasma is thus further dereased.The smaller value of the gas pressure in sunspots an be derived fromthe radial omponent of the magnetostati fore balane equation writtenin ylindrial oordinates (Solanki 2003)�P�r = Bz4� ��Br�z � �Bz�r � ; (1)where P is the gas pressure, r and z the radial and vertial oordinates, andBr and Bz the orresponding omponents of the magneti �eld strength.The di�erene between the gas pressure in the quiet sun (P (Rs)) and in thesunspot (P (r)) an be estimated from the integration of this equationP (Rs)� P (r) = 18�B2z (r) + 14� Z Rsr Bz �Br�z dr = 18�B2z (r) + F; (2)where F symbolises the radially integrated urvature fores. In the abseneof these fores, it implies lower gas pressure in the sunspots due to thepresene of magneti pressure there.The amplitude of the Wilson depression ould be dedued using thisfore balane equation as was �rstly proposed by Mart��nez Pillet & Vazquez(1993). However, they found out that the unknown urvature fores playas a big role as the gas pressure itself. This method ould be used tenablyonly at restrited onditions whih ertainly do not hold in the irregularsunspot whih is studied in this thesis. A full derivation of the pixel topixel utuations of the loal Wilson depression (an e�et not onsidered inthis thesis) must wait until a model with an assumed MHD on�gurationis onstruted and the orret orrespondene between optial depths andheights is made.In next setions, the present knowledge of the magneti �eld and ofthe veloity struture of sunspots is desribed. The nomenlature of the11



Figure 1: The basi nomenlature of the sunspot �ne struture.sunspot �ne struture, whih is ommonly used is shortly desribed here (fordetailed desription see e.g. Sobotka 1997). In Fig. 1 the irregular sunspotanalysed in this thesis is shown with the desription of the �ne struture.The penumbra is reated from two omponents, dark and bright �laments.The �ne struture an be usually found also in the umbra. The umbraldots are bright points visible there and the light bridges (LBs) are brightstrutures penetrating deep into the sunspot umbra or separating the umbrainto the umbral ores.In the following summary of the present knowledge of the sunspots, thethermal properties are not depited. However, the thermal struture ofthe sunspot �ne struture an be estimated from the ontinuum intensity,sine the bright strutures must have higher temperature at unit ontinuumoptial depth. The review written by Solanki (2003) reports not only aboutthe thermal struture of sunspots, but also desribes in more details thepresent knowledge of sunspots.2.1 Magneti �eld of sunspotsThe magneti �eld of sunspots an be dedued from the Zeeman splittingof various lines. The �eld strength is largest near the geometrial entre of12



the umbra reahing values up to 3700 G. This statement is true only in aseof the regular sunspots, where the umbral entre orresponds also with thedarkest part of the sunspot. Example of the magneti �eld in an almostround sunspot is shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3, the average values of magneti�eld strength and inlinations (from Fig. 2) are plotted as funtions of theradial distane from the sunspot entre.The magneti �eld strength (Fig. 2 a, Fig. 3 left) is dereasing outwardwith no detetable jump on the umbral-penumbral boundary. The shapeof the radial dependene of B has been studied by many authors, amongothers, Bekers & Shr�oter (1969) and Westendorp Plaza et al. (2001a). Theshape is dependent on the sunspots size and regularity and also on the heightin the atmosphere as is shown in Fig. 3 (left). The magneti �eld inlinationshows similar behaviour as the �eld strength, just in opposite sense, the �eldis vertial in the entral parts of the umbra and almost horizontal on theouter boundary of the sunspot (Fig. 3 right).From Figs. 2 and 3 is lear that the magneti �eld ontinues beyondthe white-light boundary of the sunspot. It forms a horizontal anopy andoverlies the �eld-free plasma. The formation of the magneti anopy is aresult of the expansion with height of the magneti ux tube whih ouldbe used as a simple model of regular round sunspots (see Set. 2.3).2.1.1 Penumbral �ne strutureA simple model of the magneti ux tube annot be used to explain the�ne struture of the magneti �eld in the penumbra. The averaging proesswhih was used to reate Fig. 3 smoothed the inhomogeneities of the mag-neti �eld strength and mainly of the inlination. The radial strutures inthe inlination map ould be seen in Fig. 2 (b). Bekers & Shr�oter (1969)found di�erenes between the inlination in bright and dark �laments. Withinreasing spatial resolution ame other observations that support the rapidhanges of inlination by 10{40Æ on arse and sub-arse sales (Lites et al.1993; Title et al. 1993; Rimmele 1995a; Wiehr 2000; Westendorp Plaza et al.2001a). The utuations of the magneti �eld inlination is apparent, how-ever, mentioned studies found various orrelations between the inlinationand brightness. Higher values of inlination in dark strutures (more hor-izontal �eld there) have been found by Rimmele (1995a); Wiehr (2000);Westendorp Plaza et al. (2001a); Bellot Rubio et al. (2004) and Langhanset al. (2005). S�anhez Cuberes et al. (2005) also found similar dependene ofinlination on the line-ore intensity (i.e. steeper �eld in bright strutures),but not on the ontinuum intensity. The positive orrelation between thebrightness and the inlination have been found by Title et al. (1993) andStanh�eld et al. (1997), although the dependene is very weak and theorrelation oeÆient does not exeed 0.2. Lites et al. (1993) determinedhigher inlination in bright �laments in the inner penumbra and weak orre-13



Figure 2: The magneti properties of regular sunspot, the magneti �eldstrength (a), inlination (b), and azimuth (). The arrows indiate the ourseof magneti �eld vetor and the length is proportional to its amplitude. Solidlines represent the umbra-penumbra and penumbra-quiet sun boundaries.Figures are taken from Westendorp Plaza et al. (2001a) by permission.lation in the sense that inlination is higher in dark strutures in the outerpenumbra.The situation beomes even more onfusing if the dependene of the mag-neti �eld strength on the ontinuum intensity or on the inlination is inves-tigated. Some authors found no strong utuations in B either beause of14



Figure 3: The azimuthal averages of magneti �eld strength (left) and inli-nation (right) at three optial depths in the atmosphere at given distanesfrom the sunspot entre. The vertial lines represent the umbral and penum-bral boundaries. Shaded areas show the rms variations of the parameters atthe upper and lower layers. Kindly provided by Westendorp Plaza (West-endorp Plaza et al. 2001a).employed tehnique or beause of insuÆient spatial resolution (Lites et al.1990; Shmidt et al. 1992; Rimmele 1995a). Title et al. (1993) observedthe utuations in magneti �eld strength, but interpreted them as utua-tions in inlination. Other authors found the utuations of magneti �eldstrength. Bekers & Shr�oter (1969) and Wiehr (2000) provide evidenesfor higher values of B in dark �laments. Westendorp Plaza et al. (2001a),however, argue for the opposite dependene, i.e. stronger �eld is assoiatedwith warmer gas. S�anhez Cuberes et al. (2005) found stronger magneti�eld in bright strutures in the line-ore intensity but not in the ontinuumintensity.Regarding to the onnetion between the inlination and the magneti�eld strength, Lites et al. (1993) and Stanh�eld et al. (1997) found thatthe less inlined �eld (with respet to the loal vertial) is slightly stronger(by 100{200 G). The possible omplexity of the problem is shown in Fig. 4,where the dependene of the orrelation oeÆient between the magneti�eld strength and inlination on the depth in the atmosphere and on theposition in the penumbra is plotted.Langhans et al. (2005) desribed penumbra as onsisting of two ompo-nents. They found more vertial and stronger magneti �eld in bright �la-ments, where the di�erene in strength of the magnetogram signal appears topeak in middle penumbra and derease toward the outer penumbral bound-ary. The most advaned two magneti omponents inversion of penumbralpro�les has been made by Bellot Rubio et al. (2004). They separate thepenumbra into two omponents, the bakground �eld interlaed with thesystem of more inlined ux tubes. They found that the magneti �eld of15



Figure 4: Variation of the orrelation oeÆient between the magneti �eldstrength and inlination with the depth in the atmosphere and for di�erentazimuthal paths. Kindly provided by Westendorp Plaza (Westendorp Plazaet al. 2001a).the bakground omponent remains relatively vertial all the way from theinner to outer penumbra with maximum inlination about 60Æ. The inli-nation of the magneti �eld in the ux tubes hanges from 70Æ near theumbra to 100Æ on the outer penumbral boundary, i.e. the tubes go upwardin the inner penumbra, beome horizontal and �nally dive. Borrero et al.(2004) found similar results even from the one-omponent inversion. See thiswork for omparison between the one- and two-omponent inversion of thepenumbral photosphere. This on�guration of the penumbra magneti �eldis alled unombed struture. See Set. 2.3 for proposed physial modelsproduing this magneti �eld on�guration and empirial argumentation infavour of this unombed struture.2.1.2 Umbral �ne strutureThe observations of umbral dots suggest that the magneti �eld strength isweaker there. The lowest magneti �eld was found by Bekers & Shr�oter(1968) reahing 10% of B in the surrounding umbra and having oppositepolarity. However, Wittmann (1971) argued that Bekers & Shr�oter (1968)misinterpreted magnetooptial e�ets as the umbral dot ontribution. Var-ious values of the magneti �eld derease have been found by other authorsdepending on the used lines and position of the dot in the umbra, rangingfrom 50% of the umbral �eld strength up to no redution of B (Kneer 1973;Buurman 1973; Pahlke & Wiehr 1990; Shmidt & Balthasar 1994; Tritshler& Shmidt 1997; Soas-Navarro et al. 2004). Shmidt & Balthasar (1994)16



point out that the small redution of the magneti �eld strength an be justan apparent derease, beause magneti �eld strength is dereasing withheight and bright (and therefore hot) umbral dots emitted the radiationfrom higher layers than the surrounding umbra (due to the temperature de-pendene of the opaity). See the review by Sobotka (2003) and referenestherein for the problem of magneti \invisibility" of umbral dots. The strat-i�ation of the magneti �eld strength found by Soas-Navarro et al. (2004)suggests the anopy struture above the �eld free material whih may be theause of the umbral dots. See Set. 2.3 for more details about the possibleorigin of umbral dots.Previous papers report about weaker magneti �eld in light bridges andalso about higher values of inlination there. The derease of the magneti�eld strength and the hange of inlination is dependent on the width of alight bridge, i.e. Bekers & Shr�oter (1969) found the derease of 300 G inthe weak light bridge and an inrease in inlination around 5Æ. R�uedi et al.(1995) found a di�erene of B between the light bridge and the surroundingumbra around 1000 G and maximum di�erene of inlination around 70Æ inthe LB entre. Leka (1997) found a range of dereases in the magneti �eldstrength from 300 G to over 1200 G and inreased inlination by at least10Æ in 11 di�erent light bridges studied in her paper.2.2 Veloity �eld of sunspotsThe veloity struture of sunspots is somehow similar to the magneti �eldstruture. The umbra is very easy to desribe on the ontrary to penumbrawhih is muh more ompliated.The umbra exhibits steady and strong magneti �eld in whih the plasmais frozen. Therefore no signi�ant motions are observed in the unperturbedumbra. The umbra is usually used as a zero referene point (see Rimmele1995b, and referenes therein) if no quiet region of solar photosphere or nodistint terrestrial atmospheri lines ould be used for this purpose.The dominant signature of the dynamial behaviour of the penumbra isthe Evershed e�et named after its disoverer (Evershed 1909). The Ever-shed e�et onsists of a blueshift of the photospheri spetral lines in thedisward part of the penumbra and a orresponding redshift in the limbwardpart of the penumbra (Dere et al. 1990; Rimmele 1994, 1995b; Shmidt &Shlihenmaier 2000; Westendorp Plaza et al. 2001b; Bello Gonz�alez et al.2005). Suh orientation of the ow is valid at the photospheri layers, theow of an opposite orientation with larger veloities is observed in the hro-mosphere. The magnitude of the veloity inreases from the inner parts ofthe penumbra to its outer edge, where it stops abruptly aording to e.g.Wiehr et al. (1986) and Title et al. (1993). On the other hand, B�orner &Kneer (1992); Rimmele (1994) and Rimmele (1995b) found evidenes for Ev-ershed veloities extending beyond the white-light boundary of the sunspot.17



Figure 5: Time-averaged Doppler veloity image of a regular sunspot (fromGeorgakilas & Christopoulou (2003)). The umbral and penumbral bound-aries are marked by the white lines and the arrow points to the dis entre.An example of the Evershed ow in the regular sunspot is shown in Fig. 5,where almost no veloities are reognisable in diretions perpendiular tothe entre-limb diretion. This suggests that the ow is nearly horizontalin the photosphere with inlination (de�ned with respet to the loal verti-al) larger than 80Æ (Dere et al. 1990; B�orner & Kneer 1992; Shlihenmaier& Shmidt 2000). This is unexpeted sine the plasma ow should followthe orientation of the magneti �eld vetor whih is more vertial in thepenumbra (see Set. 2.1). This disrepany an be explained by the un-ombed struture of the magneti �eld, whih is desribed in Set. 2.1 andis theoretially depited in Set. 2.3.2.2.1 Penumbral �ne strutureRimmele (1995b); Shlihenmaier & Shmidt (2000); Shmidt & Shlihen-maier (2000) and Tritshler et al. (2004) found upows 300{600 m s�1 inthe inner penumbra and downows of about 200{400 m s�1 in the outerpenumbra. On the ontrary, Shine et al. (1994) dedued small upows (200{400 m s�1) near the outer penumbral boundary. Suh small values of thevertial veloities ould be heavily inuened by the error in the zero-levelveloity, whih is typially unertain by 200 m s�1 or even more.As is said above the plasma ow should follow the orientation of the mag-neti �eld vetor, therefore the observations of Rimmele (1995b); Shlihen-maier & Shmidt (2000); Shmidt & Shlihenmaier (2000) and Hirzbergeret al. (2005) on�rm the shape of the magneti ux tubes derived by Bellot18



Rubio et al. (2004) from the two-omponent inversion of the penumbral pro-�les. Bellot Rubio et al. (2004); Borrero et al. (2004) and Langhans et al.(2005) also found that the Evershed ow is onneted with the horizontalux tubes with lower magneti �eld strength.If the Evershed e�et is really restrited to horizontal ux tubes, thanrapid hange of veloity must be seen on small sales. Observations whihon�rm this expetation were studied by many authors (Bekers & Shr�oter1969; Wiehr et al. 1984; Title et al. 1993; Shine et al. 1994; Rimmele 1995a;Westendorp Plaza et al. 2001b; Langhans et al. 2005). They found a or-relation between the veloity of the Evershed ow and the dark �laments.However, there are some studies that have not found any signi�ant orre-lation between the brightness and the ow veloity (e.g. Lites et al. 1990).On the other hand, Hirzberger et al. (2005) found the orrelation betweenthe ow hannels and the bright penumbral �laments. The results are notdependent only on the tehnique whih is used for the derivation of theline-of-sight veloities, but mainly on the absorption lines whih are used.For example, the veloity measured in the line ores (highest layers of theatmosphere) orrelate with the intensity utuations measured in the lineore, but not with the ontinuum intensity.2.2.2 Umbral �ne strutureThe measurements of veloity �elds in the umbral dots is problemati, sinethese strutures are on the resolution limit of the urrent spetrographs. Theumbral dots are either at rest or exhibit small upows up to 400 m s�1 withrespet to the surrounding umbra (Lites et al. 1991; Rimmele 1997; Tritshleret al. 2004). Faster upows were reported by Rimmele (2004) (1 km s�1),although Soas-Navarro et al. (2004) in�rm this result. Reent study bySoas-Navarro et al. (2004) found very small upows in several umbral dotsfrom 0 to 200 m s�1 with typial unertainties around 100 m s�1.Conerning the light bridges, there are no systemati �ndings. Bekers& Shr�oter (1969) found blueshifts with respet to the umbral veloities,R�uedi et al. (1995) found redshifts, and Leka (1997) found either blueshiftsor redshifts in the light bridges studied in her paper. Convetive elementssimilar to the granulation with upows in bright granules and downows indark lanes are observed in granular light bridges (Rimmele 1997). In om-parison with photospheri granulation, ell sizes and veloities of light bridgegranulation are smaller and lifetimes longer, whih may be a onsequeneof remaining weak magneti �eld. Observations of evolution and horizon-tal motions of bright granules in light bridges also indiate the existene ofonvetive motions (Hirzberger et al. 2002).19



2.3 ModelsThis work is based on the analysis of observations and no omputation ofsunspot models are made here. The short desription of various modelspresented here serves only as a omparison for observational results. SeeSolanki (2003) and referenes therein for detailed desription of theoretialsunspot models.2.3.1 Global sunspot modelsAs was already said, sunspots are thought to be vertial ux tubes inter-seting the solar surfae. Suh models, aim of whih is to reprodue theglobal properties of sunspots, are omputed in the magnetohydrostati ap-proximation. Suh assumption is satisfatory for the overall struture of themagneti �eld sine the hanges in mature sunspots are slow (see Jahn 1997,for further arguments in favour of the stati desription).The global models of sunspots di�er in one basi assumption, if thesunspot is monolithi below the solar surfae (Cowling 1957) or if it breaksup into many small ux tubes (luster or so-alled spaghetti model, Parker1975). The solar layers below the unit ontinuum optial depth annotbe diretly observed, but the investigations using the tehnique of loalhelioseismology favour a luster model (Chen et al. 1997; Zhao et al. 2001).The omplex �ne struture of the penumbra also suggest that the magneti�eld is onentrated into many small ux tubes. Arguments for the lustermodel are presented by Choudhuri (1992) and arguments in favour of themonolithi model ome from Spruit (1981).The �rst quantitative model of sunspot magneti �eld was introduedby Shl�uter & Temesv�ary (1958) who presribed the radial dependene ofthe magneti �eld vetor at given geometrial height and assumed it to bethe same at all heights, exept for a saling to desribe the expansion ofthe �eld lines with height (therefore it is also alled self-similar model).This allows to separate the vertial and radial omponents of the magneti�eld strength and only an ordinary di�erential equation for B0(z) needs tobe solved. The results are dependent on the partiular hoie of so-alledshape funtion f(r=R(z)), whih is usually onsidered to be a Gaussianshape funtion. This model was very suessful in reproduing the observeddistribution of the magneti �eld strength and therefore studied by manyauthors. Disadvantage of this kind of models is the problem with repro-duing the ontinuum intensity. These models usually reate a bright ringon the umbra-penumbra boundary, whih intensity may be inuened bythe hoie of the shape funtion (see Murphy 1990). Other limitations ofself-similar models are disussed by Steiner et al. (1986).Osherovih (1982) inluded to the self-similar models the �eld lines thatreturn to the solar surfae just outside the visible sunspot. However, this20



model is not supported by the observations, the return ux in the losesurrounding of sunspots is small (Solanki et al. 1992; Lites et al. 1993) andreent studies suggest not negligible amount of return ux in the penumbraitself (Westendorp Plaza et al. 2001a; Bellot Rubio et al. 2004; Borreroet al. 2004). The ontinuum intensity predited by the return ux modelsis not muh better than that predited by the standard self-similar models.Only by reduing the Wilson depression to improbable low value of 250 km,Murphy (1990) derived the ontinuum intensity qualitatively omparablewith the observations at the dis entre, near the limb the unrealisti brightrings appeared nevertheless.Other group of models is based on the simpli�ation of the fore balaneequation. If the terms desribing the inuene of the gas and gravity arenegleted, the fore balane equation redues tor�B = �B: (3)A potential �eld is obtained if the fore-free parameter � is set to zero.The problem is that the purely potential �eld predit no natural boundaryof the sunspots and must be arti�ially bounded by the magnetopause. Thepressure di�erene 4p and its derivative must be mathed to the externalatmosphere at the magnetopause. Suh model was omputed by Simon &Weiss (1970) for the �rst time. Their results ould give a suitable desriptionof magneti �eld in pores, but are not able to simulate the magneti �eld ofthe sunspots.The �rst fore-free model was omputed by Shatzmann (1965) who usedonstant �. The solution approximately desribed the radial dependene ofmagneti �eld strength, indiating that the onstant value of � is suÆientfor the modelling of the visible layers of simple sunspots (Martens et al.1996). This model was used by Martens et al. (1996) who added terms de-sribing the utedness (the small-sale struture of the penumbra). Similarapproah has been applied by Neukirh & Martens (1998). The results ob-tained with these models reprodue the observations of Bekers & Shr�oter(1969) and Title et al. (1993), but need to be ompared with observations ofbroad-band irular polarisation, beause suh observations ontain infor-mation on the vertial struture of utted �elds (Sanhez Almeida & Lites1992; Solanki & Montavon 1993; Mart��nez Pillet 2000).Pizzo (1986) omputed set of two-dimensional models, where the hy-drostati equilibrium is hold along eah �eld line. Suh models are moreadvaned than the self-similar or return-ux models and the results omeloser to the observations. For example, the ontinuum intensity distribu-tion is well desribed by this model. However, the presene of magnetiboundary suggested by the observations (Bekers & Shr�oter 1969; Solanki& Shmidt 1993) is not on�rmed by this model.Simon & Weiss (1970) used for the �rst time the model bounded by theurrent sheet at the magnetopause. The shape of the magnetopause they21



used was just an approximate solution of the free boundary problem whihwas generally solved by Wegmann (1981). This solution was applied byShmidt & Wegmann (1983) to the sunspots, in this ase the urrent sheetbounded a potential �eld. This model does not desribe the presene of thepenumbra. Jahn (1989) inludes the body urrents to the area orrespondingto the penumbra. Combined urrent sheet and body urrent models giveresults similar to the distribution of magneti �eld observed in sunspots.The inlination angles predited by this model are in a good agreementwith the measurements analysed by Bellot Rubio et al. (2004). However,the thermal struture has no distint di�erene between the umbra and thepenumbra. Therefore, Jahn & Shmidt (1994) simpli�ed the previous modeland replaed the body urrents by the seond urrent sheet on the umbra-penumbra boundary. The resulting thermal struture is more realisti, butthe disadvantage is the emergene of the jump in the magneti �eld strengthat the umbra-penumbra boundary. Suh jump is in disrepany with theobservations.2.3.2 Penumbral modelsThe omplex �ne struture observed in the penumbra by many authors (e.g.Bekers & Shr�oter 1969; Lites et al. 1993; Title et al. 1993; Rimmele 1995a;Wiehr 2000; Westendorp Plaza et al. 2001a; Bellot Rubio et al. 2004; Borreroet al. 2004; Langhans et al. 2005) requires more detailed models than thosepresented in the previous setion.At �rst, the empirial model introdued by Solanki & Montavon (1993)and developed by Mart��nez Pillet (2000) is desribed. They onstruted un-ombed struture in the penumbra from the horizontal ux tubes embeddedin a more vertial bakground �eld. Suh on�guration of the penumbralmagneti �eld was suggested to explain the observed net irular polarisa-tion. The Evershed ow is arried mainly by the horizontal ux tubes inthis empirial model, but some ow must be also arried by the bakground�eld. Otherwise the entre- and limb-side net irular polarisation urveswould be the same but with di�erent signs, what is in disrepany with theobservations (Mart��nez Pillet 2000). Reent analysis of observations foundevidenes for suh on�guration of the magneti �eld (Bellot Rubio et al.2004; Borrero et al. 2004; Langhans et al. 2005).Jahn (1992) proposed that the omplex magneti �ne struture of thepenumbra is aused by the onvetive exhange of the ux tubes. There existtwo physial senarios whih suggest the possible origin of the onvetivemotions in the penumbra.First, a ux tube is initially positioned at the penumbra{quiet sunboundary. It is heated by the �eld-free onvetion and rises developinga ow along the tube that points upward beneath the photosphere and out-ward above the photosphere. The part of the ux tube emerging above22



the surfae is �lled with hot gas and therefore appears bright. The inter-setion of the ux tube and the photosphere is moving towards the umbraand ould be interpreted as the penumbral grain whih ould also move inthis diretion (Sobotka et al. 1999). The part of the ux tube above thesurfae ools down by radiative losses and beomes more horizontal and theoutward ow resembles the observed Evershed e�et. Up to this point, thesenario has been on�rmed by the two-dimensional simulations made byShlihenmaier et al. (1998). The loss of buoyany and the expeted dive ofthe ux tube has not been produed by the simulations. In this senario,the ux tube is embedded in the bakground �eld taken from the modelby Jahn & Shmidt (1994). This bakground �eld is in rest and aord-ing to Mart��nez Pillet (2000) suh on�guration ould not properly explainthe disrepany between the shape of the entre- and limb-side net irularpolarisation urves.Seond senario has been suggested by Wentzel (1992). He starts withthe homogeneous inlined �eld. By produing a density inversion he ausesthe ux tube to fall and beome horizontal over most of the penumbra.Higher density in the fallen ux tube auses a horizontal outow that re-sembles the Evershed e�et. However, this senario has not yet been studiedin detailed numerial simulation.The �rst mehanism whih was suggested to explain the penumbral ve-loity �eld is alled the siphon ow model by Meyer & Shmidt (1968). Theauthors onsidered an existene of a ux tube whih footpoints have di�er-ent �eld strength. If the �rst footpoint is loated in the penumbra and theseond in area with stronger magneti �eld strength (e.g. umbra of anotherspot), than due to horizontal pressure balane the ow is started and kept bythe imbalane in the gas pressure. Suh model ould also explain the inverseEvershed e�et at higher layers of the atmosphere. However, the length ofthe loops produed by the siphon ow model is too short ompared to thesize of the penumbra. The longest tubes ould not exeed roughly 3000 km(Degenhardt 1991) whih is still less then the width of a large penumbra.The reent observations show downows in the outer part of the penum-bra (Bellot Rubio et al. 2004; Borrero et al. 2004; Langhans et al. 2005),it would mean that both footpoints supporting the siphon ow are loatedin the penumbra. Sine the �eld strength is dereasing outwards, the owshould be direted towards the umbra as implies the pressure balane ar-gument. If the Evershed ow is really driven by the siphon ow then it isprobable that the pressure di�erene between the footpoints is not aused bythe di�erene in the magneti �eld strength, but through the temperatureand density di�erene, as in the model by Shlihenmaier et al. (1998).23



2.3.3 Umbral dots modelsThe explanation of the existene of umbral dots depends on the onsideredglobal model of the ux tube, i.e. if the monolithi or luster model isonsidered. The model by Wentzel (1992), whih was suggested to explainthe formation of the unombed struture of the penumbra, ould also explainthe presene of the umbral dots and is not dependent on the subsurfaestruture of the sunspot.Weiss et al. (1990) simulated the umbral dots as tops of the magneto-onvetive strutures inside the monolithi magneti ux tubes. The umbraldots suggested by this model have weaker magneti �eld and show upowmotions. Suh behaviour is really observed in umbral dots, but is also pre-dited by models based on the luster on�guration.In the spaghetti model, the umbral dots are onsidered to be intrusionsof �eld-free gas rising and pushing numerous thin ux tubes aside (Parker1979; Choudhuri 1986). With amount of rose materials rises also the pres-sure from above whih should lose the protrusion of hot gas. Choudhuri(1986) derived that at the ontinuum layer the �eld-free area should be de-tetable, but 200 km above that level the �eld is pratially homogeneousagain (Degenhardt & Lites 1993a,b). The spatial resolution of the spe-tropolarimetri measurements is not suÆient to found the �eld-free area,but see Soas-Navarro et al. (2004) for observational arguments in favour ofthis on�guration.The only known semi-empirial models of the light bridges were proposedby Sobotka (1989), who derived lower temperature in the light bridges om-pared to the mean penumbral model by Kjeldseth-Moe & Maltby (1969).In the artile by Spruit & Sharmer (2006), the authors proposed the ex-planation of the �ne struture of the penumbra as the �eld-free gaps andinterpreted light bridges as wider representation of the same e�et. Theyalso refer to the 3D radiative magnetohydrodynami simulation of the lightbridge omputed by Nordlund & Stein (2005), whih are not yet published.
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3 Observations and data redutionOnMay 13, 2000 two areas in an irregular sunspot in an ative region NOAA8990 were observed with the La Palma Stokes Polarimeter (LPSP, Mart��nezPillet et al. 1999) attahed to the spetrograph of the 0.5 m Swedish VauumSolar Telesope (SVST) (Sharmer et al. 1985). The SVST was operatedon the island of La Palma by the Institute for Solar Physis of the RoyalSwedish Aademy of Sienes in the Spanish Observatorio del Roque delos Muhahos of the Instituto de Astrof��sia de Canarias. The di�rationresolution limit of the telesope was 0.3200 at � = 630 nm and 0.2500 at� = 500 nm. The data analysed in this thesis were obtained by ValentinMart��nez Pillet and Mihal Sobotka.The optial sheme of LPSP attahed to SVST is shown in Fig. 6. Thelinear polariser (TCsC) and the instrumental polarisation unit (ICsC) areomponents serving for the instrumental alibration. The important parts ofthe Analyser sub-System (AsS) are two ferroeletri liquid rystals (FLCs).The orientation of the optial axis in FLC has two possibilities and hangesin response to the voltage ramps. Two FLCs with two possible orientationsof optial axes produed four modulation states (eah with di�erent linearombinations of the Stokes parameters) with polarisation eÆienies (seeMart��nez Pillet et al. 2001) of �Q = 0:38, �U = 0:41, and �V = 0:57. Foreah slit position, 20 aumulations with 33.3 ms exposure time for eah of

Figure 6: The optial layout of the La Palma Stokes Polarimeter attahed tothe Swedish Vauum Solar Telesope. Kindly provided by Mart��nez Pillet.25



Figure 7: White-light image of the leading sunspot in NOAA 8990 withmarked areas under study. The arrow points to the north diretion.the four modulation states were taken to inrease the signal-to-noise ratio.This setting gives 3 s exposure time for one position of the spetrographslit with S=N ratio of the redued data equal to 600 for the linear polari-sation pro�les (Q;U) and 800 for the irular polarisation pro�le (V ). Thetelesope instrumental polarisation is fully aounted for, as explained byMart��nez Pillet et al. (2001).As mentioned above, the objet of the observations was an irregularleading sunspot in ative region NOOA 8990. The spot was loated nearthe dis entre, at helioentri position 14Æ N and 17Æ W (helioentri angle� = 0:907). One of the white-light images reorded simultaneously withthe spetral sans is shown in Fig. 7. Two areas marked in the �gure weresanned in the magnetially sensitive lines Fe I 630.15 nm (Land�e fatorg = 1:67) and Fe I 630.25 nm (g = 2:5). The sans were taken at 9:03 and9:13 UT for the �rst and seond area respetively.The pixel size of the white-light imaging amera working at � = 525 nmwas 0.08300, the resulting resolution inluding the seeing was around 0.300,and the exposure time was 11 ms. The pixel size of the spetropolarimetriamera was 0.07800. The width of the spetrograph slit was equivalent to0.3200 and the sanning step was 0.2400. The resulting spatial resolution,26



inluding the e�et of the seeing, is about 0.700 for the spetropolarimetriobservations.The resulting �eld of view (one area approximately of 1300 � 1900) wasomposed of 80 slit positions in steps of 0.2400. The steps were made bythe tip{tilt mirror that was always in losed loop with the sunspot-trakeramera during these two sans.Flat-�elds were reated separately for eah polarisation modulation statebeause they display di�erent interferene patterns. The at-�eld data areused to derive the line urvature produed by the spetrograph and passedto the real data for its orretion. After the dark-�eld subtration, the at-�eld division, and the line urvature orretion, the data are demodulatedwith a matrix inferred from the polarisation alibration optis used by thepolarimeter. Finally, the Mueller matrix is orreted with the onventionof positive Q orientated parallel to the solar rotation axis. Data redutionends with an ad-ho orretion for rosstalk with intensity that fores theontinuum portions of Stokes Q, U and V to zero. The data preproessingwas made by Valentin Mart��nez Pillet.Regarding the white-light image in Fig. 7, the nomenlature of variousparts of studied areas, whih is used in next setions, is lari�ed here. Thearea 1 and area 2 are also alled �rst and seond area respetively. Umbrain the �rst area an be alled �rst umbra, similarly the seond umbra is theumbra in the area 2 and aordingly are alled the penumbras. The lightbridges in the areas are alled �rst and seond light bridge, abbreviationsare LB1 and LB2 respetively.
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4 Inversion odeThe inversion ode SIR (Stokes Inversion based on Response funtions) isused to analyse the observed data. The SIR ode was developed at the In-stituto de Astrof��sia de Canarias (Ruiz Cobo & del Toro Iniesta 1992). Itis a one-dimensional inversion ode working under the assumption of loalthermodynami equilibrium (LTE) and hydrostati equilibrium. Other lim-itations and assumptions are desribed in the artile by Bellot Rubio (1999)whih was written as a user guide to this inversion ode. See also the surveystudies by Ruiz Cobo (1998) and Westendorp Plaza et al. (2001a,b).The inversion ode returns the strati�ation of temperature (T ), mag-neti �eld strength (B), inlination (LOS), azimuth ( LOS), and line-of-sightveloity (vLOS). More about the input and output parameters is written inSet. 4.4.4.1 Theoretial bakgroundSIR is using the radiative transfer equation (RTE) for polarised light in theline-forming region (see del Toro Iniesta 2003)dId� = K(I� S); (4)where I samples the Stokes pro�les I;Q;U , and V , K is the propagationmatrix (inluding the absorption and dispersion omponents), and S is thesoure funtion vetor. In our simpli�ed ase (LTE assumed), the sourefuntion is not equal to zero only for the Stokes I pro�le and is dependentonly on the temperature T , thus S = (B�(T ); 0; 0; 0), where B�(T ) is thePlank's funtion. The formal solution of RTE an be written asI(0) = 1Z0 O(0; �)K(�)S(�)d�; (5)where I(0) is the intensity at the surfae of the atmosphere and O(0; �) isthe evolution operator (Landi Degl'Innoenti & Landi Degl'Innoenti 1985;del Toro Iniesta 2003).4.1.1 Response funtionsThe emerging intensity and shape of the Stokes pro�les I(0) depend on theinitial model of the atmosphere ~x. A small hange of the initial plasmaparameters Æ~x(�) (e.g. temperature, veloity, magneti �eld strength ororientation) at the optial depth � auses the hange of the propagationmatrix and the soure funtion. At �rst approximation, these hanges anbe written asÆK(�) = mXi=1 �K�xi Æxi(�) and ÆS(�) = mXi=1 �S�xi Æxi(�); (6)28



where m is the total number of the parameters. The assoiated hanges inintensities follow the transfer equation formally idential to RTE (4)dÆIÆ� = K(ÆI� ÆS) + ÆK(I� S); (7)where the seond order terms are negleted. Following the analogy, theemergent hange of intensity isÆI(0) = 1Z0 O(0; �) [K(�)ÆS(�) � ÆK(�)(I� S)℄ d�: (8)Taking into aount the equations (6), the response funtion (RF) of theparameter i is de�ned asRi(�) = O(0; �) �K(�)�S(�)�xi � �K(�)�xi [I(�)� S(�)℄� (9)and the equation (8) an be rewritten asÆI(0) = mXi=1 1Z0 Ri(�)Æxi(�)d�: (10)See Ruiz Cobo & del Toro Iniesta (1992, 1994) or del Toro Iniesta (2003)for detailed derivation. The inversion ode is named after these funtions,beause their role is ruial as is shown in the next setion.4.1.2 The inversion proessThe sheme of the inversion proess in ase of a one-omponent model atmo-sphere is shown in Fig. 8. In the following paragraphs, the inversion proessis desribed aording to this sheme.The emergent Stokes spetrum is derived from the equation (5) usingthe initial model of atmosphere, the atomi parameters, and the abundanesgiven in the input �les. The syntheti pro�le I is then onvolved with thegaussian pro�le, whih simulates the e�et of the maroturbulene (BellotRubio 1999), and with the instrumental pro�le, if this one is known (MACand IPS in Fig. 8). Obtained syntheti spetrum (I�) is then mixed withthe stray-light pro�le (Istr) given by the user. The portion of the stray lightis given by the parameter s (stray-light fator), whih value is �tted duringthe inversion. Resulting syntheti spetrum Isyn is then ompared with theobserved spetrum (Iobs) and the merit funtion (�2) is omputed.�2(~x) / 4Xk=1 nXj=1[Iobsk (�j)� Isynk (�j ; ~x)℄2; (11)29
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Figure 8: The sheme of the inversion proess. Adapted from Koza (2003).where k samples the 4-omponent vetor of Stokes pro�les and n is the totalnumber of wavelength points (�j).The goal of the inversion ode is to minimise the merit funtion, there-fore we need to hange the initial model of the atmosphere ~x by Æ~x to movein the spae of the free atmospheri parameters loser to the global mini-mum. Close to the minimum, the merit funtion of the new model an beapproximated by the Taylor series of the old merit funtion, so that�2(~x+ Æ~x) ' �2(~x) + Æ~x(r�2 +HÆ~x); (12)where r�2 represents the partial derivative of the merit funtion and H is aso-alled urvature matrix. It is one half of the Hessian matrix ontaining theseond partial derivatives of the merit funtion (Hij = 1=2 �2�2=�xi�xj).The omponents of the urvature matrix and r�2 are expressed as the30



funtions of RFs (Ruiz Cobo & del Toro Iniesta 1992), thus the role of RFsin this inversion ode is emphasised. SIR uses a Marquardt algorithm whihimplies that if we are lose to the minimum then we an move to it by simplyequating the term in brakets in equation (12) to zero and thusÆ~x = �H�1r�2; (13)where H�1 is the inverse of the urvature matrix. The situation is moreompliated if we are far from the minimum. In this ase, a parameter �must be introdued to ontrol the speed of onvergene. The magnitude ofthis parameter depends on the distane from the minimum and an be up-and down-saled aording to the hange between �2(~x) and �2(~x+ Æ~x) (seethe sheme in Fig. 8 and del Toro Iniesta (2003) for the detailed theoretialdesription of this method).The omputation of the equation (13) is not trivial espeially beauseof the large dimension of the urvature matrix. The inversion of large ma-trixes is a diÆult numerial task and is also omputationally demanding.To derease the size of the urvature matrix, we do not ompute the per-turbation Æ~x at all optial depths of the model, but only at few grid pointsalled nodes. The perturbation at remaining depths is approximated by theubi-spline interpolation between the equidistantly distributed nodes.The number of nodes is given by the user for eah atmospheri parameterand ould be inreased when the new yle of the inversion is started. Thenumber of yles is also de�ned by the user and the inversion ode proeedto the next yle if no signi�ant variation of �2 ours in few last iterations.This option also stops the inversion proess and returns the resulting modelof the atmosphere if there is no additional yle to proeed.4.1.3 Error estimationBellot Rubio (1999) has shown that the error of the plasma parameter xi atthe optial depth � is �2i(�) / �2Pnj=1R2i (�j ; �) ; (14)where �2 is the merit funtion and Ri is the response funtion of the plasmaparameter xi. Only the approximate relation is presented here to showthat the unertainties are proportional to the merit funtion and to theinverse of the response funtion, therefore poor �ts have larger errors andparameters that have little inuene on the emergent intensity show thelargest unertainties.The preise form of the equation (14) is shown by e.g. del Toro Iniesta(2003) who also desribed the assumptions and limitations required for thederivation of this equation. For example, this equation is valid only if all31



model parameters are independent, so hanges of one parameter do not in-uene the remaining plasma quantities. The reliability of the equation (14)was tested using the Monte Carlo simulations and it was found out that theunertainties are well estimated (Westendorp Plaza et al. 2001a).4.2 Ranges of line sensitivityThe response funtions an be also derived in a more simple way whih takeson the other hand a long time. The syntheti Stokes pro�les are derived fromthe input model of atmosphere, one of the parameters is hanged in a smallrange of optial depths and a new Stokes spetrum is omputed. Then theratios between the di�erenes of the new and old syntheti spetra and theperturbation of the parameter are omputed. These ratios are in fat theresponse funtion of that parameter at the optial depth where the param-eter was hanged. This proess has to be repeated for all optial depths toretrieve the absolute RF to that plasma parameter. It is lear then, thatRFs behave the same way as partial derivatives of the spetrum with respetto the physial quantities. Therefore, within the linear approximation, RFsgive the sensitivities of the emerging Stokes pro�les to perturbations of theplasma parameters of the atmosphere. If the value Ri(�; �) is lose to zero,then the hange of the plasma parameter Æxi at the optial depth � doesnot inuene the emerging intensity at the wavelength �. The unertaintyof the parameter xi at the optial depth � will be large, if Ri(�) is lose tozero at all wavelength points of all Stokes pro�les of all inverted lines. Thisstatement is just the desription of the equation (14).Regarding the importane of the response funtions in the inversion odeSIR, the examples of RFs to temperature, magneti �eld strength, and ve-loity are shown. Beause the propagation matrix and the soure funtionis dependent on the plasma parameters, RFs are dependent on the atmo-spheri model (i.e. they are di�erent at eah pixel of the inverted area). Topresent some typial RFs, the average models of di�erent areas were made.In Fig. 9 the average strati�ations of temperature, magneti �eld strength,and veloity of the limbward penumbras (blue lines), umbras (violet lines),narrow light bridges (orange lines), and broad light bridge (red lines) areshown together with the areas from whih these average strati�ations wereobtained.In Figs. 10, 11, and 12, the response funtions to temperature, magneti�eld strength, and veloity are shown. Eah of these �gures ontains fourpanels: RFs of the I pro�le to the appropriate plasma parameter (upperleft), RFs of Q (upper right), RFs of U (lower left), and RFs of V (lowerright). Eah panel ontains eight shaded �gures, the left olumns orrespondto the RFs of Fe I 603.15 nm and the right to Fe I 603.25 nm, the �rst rowsare RFs of the average umbral model (violet lines in Fig. 9), the seondrows orrespond to the penumbral model (blue lines in Fig. 9), and the third32



Figure 9: The average strati�ations of temperature, magneti �eld strength,and veloity from the limbward penumbras (blue), umbras (violet), narrowLBs (orange), and broad LB1 (red).and fourth rows are RFs of the narrow and broad light bridge respetively(orange and red lines in Fig. 9). On the x axis is the wavelength, wherethe white tik marks orrespond to the line entres. On the y axis is thelogarithm of the optial depth in the range from 1 to �3:8 and the dottedline orresponds to the unit optial depth (log � = 0).The units of the response funtions are the diret inverse of their orre-sponding quantities, beause they are normalised to the ontinuum intensity33



Figure 10: The absolute response funtions to temperature. The four pan-els orrespond to the di�erent Stokes pro�les (I upper left, Q upper right,U lower left, and V lower right). Eah panel ontains response funtions ofFe I 630.15 (left olumn) and 630.25 nm (right olumn) and of four di�er-ent models of atmosphere (�rst row { the umbral model, seond row { thepenumbral model, third and fourth row { the models of narrow and broadlight bridges respetively). See detailed desription in the text.of the Harvard Smithsonian Referene Atmosphere (HSRA, Gingerih et al.1971) at the disk entre at the entral wavelength of eah spetral line (sim-ilarly to the observed Stokes pro�les entering the inversion ode SIR and tothe resulting syntheti pro�les). 34



Figure 11: Same as Fig. 10 but for magneti �eld strength.If the magnitudes of RFs to the di�erent plasma parameters need to beompared, the relative response funtions are easily de�ned asR�i (�) = Ri(�)xi(�): (15)It means, that the (absolute) RF omputed from the equation (9) is mul-tiplied by the appropriate value of the plasma parameter xi at the optialdepth � resulting into dimensionless (relative) RF.The examples of relative response funtions are shown in Figs 13 and 14.These �gures are pratially RFs to temperature of the average umbralmodel (Fig 10 top rows) visualised in 3D plots. In reality, relative RFs to35



Figure 12: Same as Fig. 10 but for veloity.temperature, magneti �eld strength, and veloity are ompared and thehighest absolute value of RF at eah oordinate of wavelength and optialdepth is plotted. On the xy plane of these 3D �gures is marked whih RF isthe biggest at these oordinates; light gray orresponds to the temperature,and dark gray to the magneti �eld strength. The absolute values of rela-tive RFs to veloity are everywhere smaller than the RFs to temperatureor magneti �eld strength. The ontours in the xy plane serve for betterorientation in the plot.It is lear, that the temperature is the most important plasma parameterfor the emerging shape and intensity of the Stokes pro�les. This statement is36



Figure 13: The relative response funtions of Stokes I and Q. See the textfor details.true not only for the average umbral model visualised in Figs 13 and 14, butalso for the other three average models in Figs. 10, 11, and 12. The reasonis that the absolute RFs to temperature are one order higher than RFs tothe other two parameters and that the magnitude of magneti �eld strength37



Figure 14: Same as Fig. 13 but for Stokes U and V .(evaluated in G) or veloity (m s�1) is not higher than the magnitude oftemperature (evaluated in K) in the sunspot photosphere. Therefore, therelative RF obtained by the multipliation of these values must be biggest fortemperature at almost all depths and wavelengths for all shown atmospherimodels. 38



The di�erene between RFs to temperature and RFs to other parametersis aused mainly by the LTE assumption. In this ase, the soure funtion Sdepends only on the temperature, thus the �rst term in brakets on the rightside of the equation (9) is zero for all other parameters (Ruiz Cobo & delToro Iniesta 1994). The fator (I�S) in the seond term an be onsideredas a weighting fator dependent on the optial depth. If the thermodynamiequilibrium prevails beneath the photosphere, then the di�erene betweenthe Stokes spetrum and soure funtions diminishes at lower layers. There-fore, the response funtions to temperature have the slowest trend to zeroat large depths and the temperature is pratially the only parameter thatan be determined at the sub-ontinuum layers. RFs to other parametersare signi�ant below the unit ontinuum optial depth only in the preseneof the veloity gradient (see Figs. 11 and 12).The response funtions to temperature and to magneti �eld strengthhave the same wavelength symmetry as the appropriate Stokes pro�les, i.e.RFs of I, Q, and U are even funtions and RFs of V are odd funtions.The RFs to veloity have the opposite wavelength symmetry. This beomeslear, if we imagine the role of the temperature and veloity on the shape ofthe Stokes I pro�le. The inrease in temperature means also the inrease inthe emerging intensity, whih would be the same in both line wings. On theother hand, the presene of veloity shifts the line ore and breaks down thesymmetry of the line, it means that one of the line wings beomes darkerand the other brighter.Moreover, the presene of the veloity gradients infrats not only thesymmetry of the line pro�les, but also the symmetry of the response fun-tions. Therefore, the 3D representation in Figs. 13 and 14 orresponds to theaverage umbral model, beause these RFs are the most symmetri. How-ever, RFs of the umbral model are more ompliated than RFs of otheratmospheri models beause of higher magneti �eld strength in the um-bra. This an be seen e.g. in the upper left panel of Fig. 10, where RFs ofthe umbral model in the highest row are broader and more omplex thanRFs of the broad light bridge model in the lowest row (if the asymmetry isnegleted).Many others onlusions, similar to that already pointed out, ould bemade just by studying RFs shown in Figs. 10, 11 and 12 and omparingthem mutually to aknowledge not only the e�ets aused by the hange ofvarious plasma quantities, but also the role of the atmospheri model on theshape of the response funtion.4.3 Reliability of the inversionIn the artile by Ruiz Cobo & del Toro Iniesta (1992), whih introdued theinversion ode SIR, the authors proved that the results are on�dent. Manyother studies on�rmed the reliability of the inversion ode SIR (Ruiz Cobo39



Figure 15: Two pro�les di�ering in noise (thin lines in the left part) were�tted resulting into similar atmospheri models (thik lines in the right part).See the text for detailed desription.1998; Westendorp Plaza et al. 2001a,b).Two di�erent simple tests are presented here to show that the resultingmodel of atmosphere is almost independent on the initial model and thatthe noise does not inuene the retrieved model of atmosphere signi�antly.In the left part of Fig. 15, the observed Stokes pro�les from the broadpart of the �rst light bridge (thin red lines) were inverted, resulting into the40



Figure 16: Two di�erent starting models of atmosphere (red and blue linesin the left part) were used together with the same set of observed Stokespro�les resulting into similar atmospheri models (thik lines in the rightpart). See the text for details.atmospheri model from whih the strati�ations of temperature, magneti�eld strength, veloity, and inlination are shown in the right part of Fig. 15.The thik red lines represent the inverted values and the thin red lines showthe error limits of these parameters. The syntheti Stokes spetrum of thisatmospheri model is represented by the thik red lines in the left part of41



Fig. 15. If the SIR ode is applied to this syntheti spetrum, the resultingstrati�ations of plasma parameters will be exatly the same. Therefore, arandom noise was added to this syntheti spetrum and these noisy Stokespro�les are represented by the thin blue lines. The resulting strati�ationsof the plasma parameters inverted from these noisy Stokes pro�les are repre-sented by the blue lines in the right part of Fig. 15 and the syntheti pro�lesare represented by the thik blue lines in the left part of Fig. 15 where thethin blue lines show the orresponding error limits.The syntheti pro�les are almost the same. The di�erene is biggest inthe Stokes U pro�le, whih is also the most noisy one. The resulting strati�-ations of the plasma parameters are very similar, what proves the reliabilityof the inversion and the small inuene of the noise. The di�erenes betweenthe strati�ations are in the ranges of errors almost everywhere exept thehigher layers of the atmosphere, where RFs to the plasma parameters arediminishing. The sensitivity of the Stokes pro�les to appropriate plasmaparameters an be estimated from the ranges of errors, i.e. the temperatureis the most aurately predited parameter, the magneti �eld strength andveloity have similar ranges of reliability and therefore similar magnitudesof inuene on the emerging Stokes pro�les, and the inlination is the mostunertain parameter from the shown plasma quantities and has the smallestimpat on the observed intensity and shape of the Stokes pro�les.In the left part of Fig. 16, two di�erent initial models of atmosphere areshown. The red line orresponds to the average penumbral model, whihwas �nally used as the initial model of atmosphere for all pixels in the �eldof view; the details about this model are presented in the next setion. Theseond initial model (blue lines) is based on HSRA, where the magneti�eld strength was set to onstant value of 100 G, the veloity strati�ationorresponds to the negative values of the veloity strati�ation of the �rstmodel, and the inlination is 1 degree at all atmospheri depths.These initial models of atmosphere were used to invert the same set ofStokes pro�les, whih were observed in the narrow part of the seond lightbridge. Neither the observed pro�les nor the syntheti Stokes pro�les areshown here, beause they �t the observations very aurately and the �tsdo not di�er muh between eah other.The resulting models of atmosphere are ompared in the right part ofFig. 16. The strati�ations of temperature, magneti �eld strength, andveloity have very similar shapes. The di�erenes between the strati�ationsare smaller than the ranges of errors up to the higher layers of atmospheregiving on�dene into the reliability of the inversion ode SIR. However,the shapes of the strati�ations of inlination are di�erent and beause ofthat, there is a disrepany of inlination values about 10Æ in otherwisetrustworthy range of heights from log � = �1 to log � = �1:8. As wasalready pointed out, the radiation is not very sensitive to the hanges ofinlination and therefore, suh disrepany is possible.42



4.4 Parameters of the inversion ode SIR4.4.1 Input parametersThe �rst step in the inversion proess is the omputation of the synthetiStokes pro�les. To do that, the input �les, whih were the same for allinverted points, are needed.The abundanes of various hemial speies were quoted by Thevenin(1989). The abundane y of a hemial speie x is given relatively to thenumber of hydrogen atoms H as y = 12 + log(x=H). In this sale, theabundane of the hydrogen is evidently 12 and e.g. the abundane of theiron is 7.46. Totally, the abundanes of 92 hemial speies are inluded inthe SIR ode.The atomi parameters of the neutral iron lines used for the inversion arelisted in Tab. 1. The values of entral wavelength were taken from the workby Nave et al. (1994), the exitation potential and log(gf) from the work byThevenin (1990), and the last two parameters desribing the broadening ofthese lines by neutral hydrogen were omputed using the method and odedesribed in the artile by Barklem et al. (1998).As was said in the previous setion, the initial model of atmosphere is thesame for all inverted points. This model is taken from the work by Mart��nezPillet (2000) where it was used as the bakground model of the penumbralatmosphere in whih the horizontal ux tubes were embedded. The strat-i�ations of temperature, magneti �eld strength, veloity, and inlinationare shown in the left part of Fig. 16 (red lines). Moreover, there are otherparameters in the input �le. The miro- and maro-turbulene are set to 1km s�1 at all depths. The maro-turbulene is not a free parameter of theinversion and remains onstant. The azimuth is 238 degrees everywhere andthe values hange during the inversion proess. The last strati�ation in theinput �le orresponds to the eletron pressure (Fig. 17), but this parameteris not �tted, beause after eah iteration step the eletron pressure of thealready perturbed atmosphere is put into the hydrostati equilibrium by us-�lab EPlow log(gf) atomi �V �[nm℄ [eV℄ transition [m2℄6301.5012 3.65 -0.59 5P2�5D2 0.2428 2:344 � 10�146302.4936 3.69 -1.16 5P1�5D0 0.2406 2:973 � 10�14Table 1: The atomi parameters of the neutral iron lines: �lab is the entralwavelength in the air, EPlow the exitation potential of the lower level,log(gf) the logarithm of the multipliation of the degeneray of the leveland the osillatory strength, �V the veloity parameter, and � the linebroadening ross setion. 43



Figure 17: The initial strati�ationof the eletron pressure. Figure 18: The Stokes I pro�le ofthe stray light.ing the equation of state of an ideal gas with variable mean moleular weightto take into aount the partial ionisation of the various atomi elements.The syntheti Stokes pro�les an be mixed with the stray light to inreasethe auray of the inversion. The stray-light pro�le is the same for allinverted points, although the portion of the stray light is a free parameterof the inversion and di�ers at eah pixel. The pro�le of the stray light wastaken from the quiet sun. Therefore, only the I pro�le, whih is shown inFig. 18, is not equal to zero. However, the exat stray-light pro�le dependson the loation in the sunspot and is generally unknown. For example,lose to the umbra, there must be also some stray light of Stokes Q, U ,and V pro�les. The dependene of the resulting strati�ations of plasmaparameters on the stray light pro�le is disussed in Set. 5.3.2.4.4.2 The number of nodesThe inversion proess is direted by the ontrol �le. In this �le is desribede.g. the possible soure �le with the stray-light pro�le, the initial model ofatmosphere, the soure �les for the abundanes and atomi parameters, andif the inversion will onsider one- or two-omponent model of atmosphere.As was already mentioned in the desription of the inversion proess, thenumber of yles and the numbers of nodes for eah physial parameter isspei�ed by the user and these numbers are given in this �le. The versionof the SIR ode, whih was used in this thesis, does not take the number ofnodes as an obligatory value, but as the maximal possible value. A pratialexample of this an be seen in Fig. 16, where both inversions were diretedby the same ontrol �le, but the resulting strati�ation of inlination has inone ase two nodes (red line) and four nodes in the seond ase (blue line),whih auses the disrepany of the inlination values.44



The number of nodes for:Cyle T B vLOS LOS  LOS1 2 1 1 1 12 3 2 2 1 13 9 4 4 2 24 9 5 5 4 35 9 7 5 5 4Table 2: The numbers of nodes for temperature, magneti �eld strength,veloity, inlination, and azimuth for all yles.The number of nodes annot be arbitrary, beause the nodes must bedistributed equidistantly in the atmosphere. Therefore, the number of nodesis a funtion of the total number of depth points. The used initial model ofatmosphere, whih determines the number of depth points, was de�ned at49 optial depths starting at log � = 1 and going up in the atmosphere withsteps of 0:1 till log � = �3:8. Therefore, the number of nodes an be: 0 (theparameter is not inverted), 1 (the parameter is height-independent), 2, 3, 4,5, 7, 9, 13, 17, 25, and 49. If another number of nodes is spei�ed, the SIRode dereases this number to the �rst possible value listed above.Higher number of nodes usually means smaller merit funtion, althoughthe preise form of equation (11) ontains the number of degrees of freedom,whih may be used as a \warning key" to remember that the number ofnodes annot be unreasonably large.The hosen number of nodes orresponds to the expeted omplexity ofthe strati�ation of the appropriate parameter. The aim of this thesis liesmainly in the analysis of the light bridges and penumbra, where the omplexstrati�ations are expeted. On the other hand, no breakthrough ould beexpeted in the analysis of the umbra, whih photospheri layers are quitesimple. Therefore, high numbers of nodes were hosen to over the possibleomplexity in the strati�ation of plasma parameters. The numbers of nodesfor the important plasma parameters are listed in Tab. 2, these numbers wereused for all inverted points. From this table is also evident that 5 yles ofthe inversion proess were omputed.In the left part of Figs. 19, 20, 21, and 22 the average Stokes pro�les (redlines) are plotted. These average pro�les were taken from the areas markedin the lower right part of Fig. 9. The average pro�les are inverted and thesyntheti Stokes pro�les (left part) and strati�ations of the temperature,magneti �eld strength, veloity, and inlination (right part) are plottedwith the blue lines in Figs. 19{22 . The strati�ations oming from theinversion are ompared with the average of individual strati�ations in eah45



Figure 19: The average umbral pro�les (red lines) are inverted and resultingstrati�ations of the plasma parameters (blue lines) are ompared with theaverage umbral strati�ations (red lines).pixel of the seleted areas. From this omparison, the suitable numbers ofnodes an be estimated.It annot be expeted that the average strati�ations will be reproduedby the �tted ones, beause the inversion proess is not linear. However, thestrati�ations oming from the inversion should not be muh more omplex46



Figure 20: Same as Fig 19, but for average penumbral pro�les.than the average ones, beause that would mean that the number of nodes istoo high. On the other hand, the average strati�ation ould smooth someinteresting harateristis of the atmosphere whih our only in some smallpart of the area, from whih the average is made.In Fig. 19 the pro�les and strati�ations from the umbra are plotted.As was expeted, the resulting strati�ations (blue lines) are muh moreomplex than the average one, beause the umbral photospheri layers are47



Figure 21: Same as Fig 19, but for average pro�les from the narrow lightbridge.almost homogeneous and the hosen number of nodes is inappropriate forthe plasma parameter strati�ations in this region.In Fig. 20 the penumbral pro�les and strati�ations are shown. Althoughthe averages are made only from the limbward part of the penumbra to avoidthe di�erent line-of-sight veloities, the pro�les from the bright and dark �l-aments are mixed and some �ne di�erenes in plasma strati�ations between48



Figure 22: Same as Fig 19, but for average pro�les from the broad lightbridge.these two omponents of the penumbra an be smoothed out. Although thenumber of nodes seems to be too large for the plasma parameters, exept ofthe veloity, the penumbral strati�ations needs a detailed disussion, whihis given in Set. 5.2.In Figs. 21 and 22 is shown the reason for the high number of nodes forthe temperature strati�ation. It an be seen, that even the average pro�les49



from the light-bridge areas arry some information about the omplex tem-perature strati�ation there and the �ts reprodue orretly the height oftemperature enhanements, whih origin is disussed in Set. 5.3. However,the average strati�ations of the other plasma parameters seems to be moresimple than the inverted ones, i.e. the numbers of nodes are inappropriatelyhigh in ase of magneti �eld strength, veloity, and inlination.Aording to the omparison between the average strati�ations andthe �tted ones, the hosen number of nodes for temperature is needed forthe desription of the light bridge atmosphere and the number of nodes forveloity is needed in the penumbral atmosphere. It seems, that the numbersof nodes for the magneti �eld strength and inlination are higher than it isneessary. However, the onlusions are not based on the individual modelsof atmosphere, but on the maps of plasma parameters and on the averagemodels of atmosphere from small regions, where the e�et of too many nodesis impereptible and redued respetively.4.4.3 Output parametersThere are three output �les. The �rst one ontains the syntheti Stokespro�les. The seond �le orresponds to the resulting model of atmosphere,whih orresponds to the altered initial model where three more olumnswith plasma quantities are added. The last �le has the same struture asthe �le with the atmospheri model, but ontains the errors of the plasmaparameters.As the resulting model of atmosphere is the most important, the detailedstruture of the �le follows. The �rst line ontains three numbers, the maro-turbulent veloity, whih is not the parameter of iteration and remains equalto 1 km s�1, the �lling fator, whih in ase of one-omponent model ofatmosphere is equal to 1, and the fration of the stray light given in perents.Then 11 olumns follow. The �rst one de�nes the optial depths in whihthe magnitudes of the plasma quantities are omputed and this olumn isthe same as in the input model of atmosphere. The strati�ations of thetemperature (T ), the eletron pressure (Pe), miro-turbulent veloity (vmi),the magneti �eld strength (B), the line-of-sight veloity (vLOS), inlination(LOS), and azimuth ( LOS) are evaluated in olumns 2� 8. These olumnsorrespond to the altered initial values of these parameters given in thestarting model of atmosphere.The ninth olumn ontains the geometrial height h in the atmosphereabove the unit ontinuum optial depth. The SIR ode takes into aountthe inuene of the plasma parameters on the opaity, thus e.g. the op-tial depth log � = �1 orresponds to the di�erent geometrial height inthe umbra and in the penumbra. This parameter does not solve the pixelto pixel utuations of the loal Wilson depression, beause the SIR odeexpets that log � = 0 is equivalent to 0 km everywhere, whih is not true50



aording to the observations. The tenth olumn ontains the gas pressurePg, whih is omputed from the temperatures and eletron pressures underthe assumption of LTE. The last olumn ontains the density �.Some output parameters annot be diretly used and need to be modi-�ed. The transverse-�eld omponent diretion is unsigned, so that there is a180Æ ambiguity in the azimuth values. In eah of the analysed areas, the sumof di�erenes between the azimuths was minimised, and thus the ambiguityproblem was solved. The orreted values of azimuth along with inlinationof the magneti �eld vetor oming from the SIR ode are evaluated withrespet to the line of sight. The transformation of these variables to theloal referene frame was made; hereafter, the inlination  is the angle be-tween the magneti �eld vetor and the loal normal line, and the azimuth is rekoned from the north and inreases ounterlokwise. Hereafter,the strati�ations of the plasma parameters will be plotted with regard tothe geometrial height, beause this enables to ompare the layers in theatmosphere whih are in reality loser than layers with the same optialdepth.It was not yet mentioned that one of the input parameters is the helio-entri angle �. The problem is, that the SIR ode is working properly onlywith this parameter equal to 1, but the orret value for the observationsanalysed here is around � = 0:91 (depending on the position in the sunspot).Therefore, the retrieved values of plasma parameters are not evaluated atheights listed in the �les with the resulting model of atmosphere, but theseheights must be shifted by log�, whih is around 0.04 for our observations.As this value orresponds roughly to 7 km at the photospheri layers andthe shift is almost the same everywhere, this orretion of heights is not re-alised. In the inversion proess, only the equation of hydrostati equilibriumis inuened by the inorret value of the helioentri angle. Aording toBasilio Ruiz Cobo (private ommuniation), this e�et is nearly negligiblefor � = 0:91.
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5 ResultsThe resulting values of various plasma parameters were obtained at all pointsin the areas marked on the white-light image shown in Fig. 7. As is desribedin the previous setions, the retrieved values of plasma quantities are trust-worthy at a restrited range of heights. Therefore, the results at six di�erentgeometrial heights are shown in Figs. 38, 39, 40, and 41 for the �rst areaand in Figs. 42, 43, 44, and 45 for the seond area. All of these �gures areshown in the appendix Colour plates. The white ontours in these �guresorrespond to the umbral, the penumbral, and the light bridge boundaries.The geometrial heights 0, 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250 km orrespond tothe average optial depths log � = 0, �0:34; � 0:68; � 1:02; � 1:38; and-1.74 respetively. The SIR ode sets the geometrial height z = 0 km tothe optial depth log � = 0, i.e. the e�et of di�erent temperatures andgas pressures on the opaity is not taken into aount at this layer. Thegeometrial heights of other layers are omputed at eah of the analysedpixels separately with regard to the loal strati�ation of temperature andgas pressure. Therefore, the same geometrial height orresponds to di�erentvalues of the optial depth at eah pixel and the average values of optialdepth must be listed.The range of unertainties an be roughly estimated from previous �g-ures, if we know the approximate values of the optial depths orrespondingto the shown geometrial heights. The validity of the results an be alsoestimated from the smoothness of the resulting maps of various plasma pa-rameters, as the values of the plasma quantities at eah pixel were omputedwith no regards to the surrounding pixels (SIR is a one-dimensional ode).The results are disussed in separate setions with regard to the loa-tion in the sunspots, i.e. the umbra, the penumbra, and the light bridge.This separation is based on the ontinuum intensity (Iumbra � 0:4 � Imax,Ipenum;lb � 0:55 � Imax) and is marked in Fig. 37 (Colour plates). Theaverage values of the plasma parameters in these areas are summarised inTab. 3 at heights, whih are shown in Figs. 38{45. The �rst light bridge isseparated into the narrow and broad parts aording to the ontours in thelower left part of Fig. 9.5.1 UmbraAs was shown by previous studies (see e.g. Westendorp Plaza et al. 2001aand referenes therein) and as is predited by all sunspot models, the umbrais the oolest area in the sunspot with the most intense magneti �eld. Thesegeneral harateristis are on�rmed by the results also in the ase of a highlyirregular sunspot, where the umbral ores are separated by the light bridges.The temperature is dereasing with height in the umbra, as everywherein the photosphere. This trend is fastest at the low layers as an be seen in52



Parameter z[km℄ Umbra Penumbra LB (narrow) LB (broad)0 4850 5837 5593 582950 4565 5398 5239 5386T 100 4330 5218 5142 5193[K℄ 150 4210 5085 5014 5114200 4132 4902 4811 5013250 4012 4731 4674 48740 2268 1284 1220 91850 2198 1085 1371 1070B 100 2163 1019 1520 1199[G℄ 150 2163 1071 1632 1274200 2162 1188 1704 1312250 2133 1299 1740 13520 29 78 38 4550 24 72 31 41 100 21 67 26 37[deg℄ 150 20 63 24 35200 19 59 22 32250 19 56 21 300 135 3235 1090 177050 -35 1630 240 455vLOS 100 -70 745 -165 -185[m s�1℄ 150 -40 300 -280 -415200 -20 160 -245 -400250 -30 140 -225 -325Table 3: Summary of the average values of temperature, magneti �eldstrength, inlination, and veloity in di�erent regions of the studied areas.Figs. 38 and 42 and in Tab. 3. From these �gures is also evident that theoolest areas orrespond to the darkest parts of the umbra at all heights.This dependene of temperature on the height in the atmosphere and on theontinuum intensity is also shown in the upper left part of Fig. 23.53



Figure 23: The dependene of temperature (upper left), magneti �eldstrength (upper right), veloity (lower left), and inlination (lower right)on the height in the atmosphere (x axis) and on the ontinuum intensity (yaxis) in the seond umbra.In the upper right graph of Fig. 23, the same diagram is plotted for themagneti �eld strength. The visual impression is similar to the temperaturebehaviour, but note that the intensity axis has the opposite orientation, thusthe darkest parts of the umbra have the strongest magneti �eld strength,as an be seen also in Figs. 39 and 43. The average values shown in Tab. 3derease with height in the atmosphere, although this trend is negligible ifthe unertainties are aounted for at the middle and upper layers. Similaronlusion an be estimated also from Fig. 23, where the derease in themagneti �eld strength is hardly distinguishable. Same results were obtainedby Westendorp Plaza et al. (2001a), although he found steeper derease ofmagneti �eld strength in low layers (1.5{2 G km�1) ompared to the averagegradient omputed from the values in Tab. 3 whih is around 1 G km�1between 0{100 km (positive gradients with height mean the derease of thevalues with inreasing height). 54



In plaes of the brightest umbral dots, whih an be seen in the �rstarea in Fig. 37, the temperature is higher (Fig. 38) and the magneti �eldstrength is smaller (Fig. 39) than in the surrounding umbra at geometrialheights 0 km and 50 km. At high layers these small strutures disappearas is predited by all umbral dot models (Parker 1979; Weiss et al. 1990;Wentzel 1992; Degenhardt & Lites 1993a,b) summarised in Set. 2.3.3. Theproperties of the umbral dots in the �rst area were already studied in theartile by Soas-Navarro et al. (2004). Therefore, the strati�ations of theplasma parameters in these umbral dots are not analysed in this thesis.The magneti �eld is almost vertial in the darkest parts of the �rst andseond umbra (Figs. 40 and 44). The inlination inreases with brightnessas is shown in the lower right diagram of Fig. 23. This is onsistent with theinrease in inlination when moving from the darkest entral parts to theedges of the umbra. The magneti �eld is expanding with the height in theatmosphere, it means that the inlination is inreasing along the magneti�eld lines. However, the resulting values of the inlination are omputedabove some �xed position and with the height in the atmosphere di�erentmagneti �eld lines are sampled by the line of sight and the averaged inli-nation of these �eld lines is dereasing as suggest the values in Tab. 3. Thisderease in the inlination is restrited only to low layers of the photosphereand the gradient at these low layers is on average 9 � 10�2 deg km�1, whihis muh larger than the value found by Westendorp Plaza et al. (2001a)at the outer parts of the umbra. However, the values of inlination arerather unertain at log � = 0, whih makes it diÆult to rely on them. Thenie example for the unlikely behaviour of the inlination an be seen inFig. 23 for the darkest parts of the umbra as these average strati�ationswere omputed from only two points.The veloities are lose to the zero at all heights in the umbras as anbe seen in Figs. 41 and 45 and in Tab. 3. The dependene of veloity on theheight in the atmosphere and on the ontinuum intensity shown in the lowerleft panel of Fig. 23 suggests that brighter areas exhibit downows around200 m s�1 and the darkest regions upows around 200 m s�1 in the lowestlayers and that the veloity is around 0 at the highest layers. However,small absolute values of veloity reahed in the umbras have relatively largeunertainties and the resulting dependene of veloity shown in Fig. 23 havenot as smooth behaviour as the other quantities shown there. Therefore,the retrieved behaviour of line-of-sight veloities is not trustworthy and theumbra an be still onsidered to be at rest.The desription of the umbral struture given above on�rms the ex-peted behaviour of plasma quantities there. No surprising or unknownfats are disovered. Therefore, the values of the plasma parameters in theumbra listed in Tab. 3 are hereafter used as the referene magnitudes forthe light bridges enlosed by these umbras.55



5.2 PenumbraThe average values of plasma quantities from the limbward parts of thepenumbras are listed in Tab. 3. These values give us the roughest informa-tion about the penumbral struture as they are omputed from the wholeareas. More detailed information an be seen in Figs. 38{45, where the be-haviour of the plasma quantities with regard to the position in the penum-bra at six heights is shown, and in Fig. 24, where the ontinuum intensityis onsidered. Note that in spite of the umbra, the ontinuum intensity isnot dependent on the position in the penumbra and thus Fig. 24 annot beinterpreted as easily as Fig. 23.Regarding the irregularity of the sunspot studied in this thesis, the az-imuthal averages, whih were usually used for the desription of the penum-bra in previous studies (e.g. Fig 3 taken from Westendorp Plaza et al.2001a) annot be reated. Moreover, only the parts of the penumbras areobserved without the penumbra{quiet sun boundary, and thus the absolutevalues of plasma parameters, whih are highly dependent on the positionin the penumbra (that annot be spei�ed preisely), annot be omparedwith previous results. Therefore, the omparison is mainly based on thebehaviour of the plasma parameters with the height in the atmosphere andwith the distane from the umbra.5.2.1 General propertiesThe obtained results are in general in a good agreement with previous studiesof the penumbral struture (e.g. Westendorp Plaza et al. 2001a,b; BellotRubio et al. 2004; Borrero et al. 2004; Langhans et al. 2005). As an be seenin Figs. 39, 40, 43, and 44 the magneti �eld strength is dereasing with thedistane from the umbra and beomes more horizontal or even dives bakto the sun at some regions far from the umbra. The line-of-sight veloityinreases with inreasing inlination, i.e. towards the penumbra{quiet sunboundary (Figs. 41 and 45).From the high-resolution observations is lear, that the struture of thepenumbra is �lamentary. The widths of the �laments were estimated to bearound 160 km (Sharmer et al. 2002) lose to their point of origin at theunit ontinuum optial depth. Also the empirial models (Solanki & Mon-tavon 1993; Mart��nez Pillet 2000), the theoretial simulations (Shlihen-maier et al. 1998), and the results from the advaned inversion tehniquesbased on the two-omponent model of atmosphere (Bellot Rubio et al. 2004;Borrero et al. 2004) predit the �lamentary struture of the penumbra usingthe unombed model. The horizontal ux tubes are embedded in the bak-ground �eld and their diameters are around 100 km (even smaller than theestimates oming from the observations) and therefore well under the reso-lution limits of the urrent spetropolarimetri observations (around 500 km56



Figure 24: Same as Fig. 23, but for the limbward part of the penumbra inthe �rst area.for measurements analysed in this thesis). However, we see that the result-ing maps of the plasma parameters exhibit more or less distint �lamentarystruture at all heights with sizes around 100 (Figs. 38{45). This fat is on-sistent with previous observations at lower spatial resolution (WestendorpPlaza et al. 2001a,b; S�anhez Cuberes et al. 2005) and indiates a possiblelarge-sale spatial modulation of the plasma parameters in the penumbra.The theoretial and empirial models predit, that the ux tubes arepositioned in the low layers of the penumbral photosphere and the high layersontain only the bakground omponent. With the �ne height resolution(that the inversion ode possesses), one an expet, that the �lamentarystruture of the resulting plasma parameters will be restrited only to thelow layers. As is said above, this is in the ontradit with the results. Thebest examples of the �lamentary struture of the penumbra are the resultingmaps of the temperature (Figs. 38 and 42) and the inlination in the seondarea (Fig. 44). It is learly shown, that the �laments are narrowest at thelowest layers of the atmosphere and they are di�using in the ase of the57



inlination and diminishing in the ase of the temperature.There are two explanations for these �laments at high layers. Either theyare real or they are artifats of the inversion ode. There are some propertiesof the inversion ode SIR whih in�rm the verity of suh strutures. As wasshown by Borrero et al. (2004), even the one-omponent inversion an beused for the analysis of the unresolved strutures. It an be expeted, thatthe ratio between the bakground and the ux tube omponent is hangingfrom one resolution elements to another in the penumbra and thus inu-ening the resulting values of plasma parameters. This argumentation anexplain the �lamentary struture at low layers.On the other hand, the height resolution of the inversion ode SIR seemsto be �ne enough to reveal the expeted sizes of the ux tube, as the at-mospheri parameters are evaluated with step of log � = 0:1 (orrespondsroughly to 15 km at low photosphere). But the exat height resolution isdependent on the number of nodes. Therefore, only the temperature hasenough nodes in the analysed region of heights to resolve the layers of theatmosphere whih are intruded with the ux tubes and whih are not. Onthe other hand, the inlination has only one node and the magneti �eldstrength has two nodes in the analysed region of heights (0{250 km) andthe values of these plasma parameters are omputed by ubi splines at allother heights. It means, that the plasma quantity an be evaluated at theheight of the �rst node, where the ux tube omponent an prevail at someresolution elements and thus the �lamentary struture is retrieved. The se-ond node above this one is already at height, where only the bakgroundomponent is present, and the maps of the plasma parameters are theoreti-ally smooth. As the values of the plasma parameters are omputed by ubisplines between these two nodes and the upper values are possibly the sameeverywhere, then the di�erenes between the �laments should be dereasing.Exatly this behaviour an be seen in Figs. 28 and 29 in Set. 5.2.3. Themehanism desribed above also explains why the �laments at high layers ofthe atmosphere are muh more distintive in the inlination and magneti�eld strength maps than in the temperature maps.Another interesting feature are the di�erenes of the absolute values ofplasma parameters between the limbward and disward parts of the penum-bra, as an be seen in Figs. 43{45. As the observed areas are highly irregular,these disrepanies an be just apparent. However, Westendorp Plaza et al.(2001a) obtained similar results, i.e. higher values of inlination and line-of-sight veloity in the limbward parts of the penumbra in the ase of aregular sunspot. He interpreted these di�erenes as the onsequene of the\di�erential opaity e�et", i.e. di�erent geometrial heights are probed oneah side of the penumbra at a given optial depth. Mart��nez Pillet (2000)has shown that the di�erene in geometrial height would be only a few kmand proposed another explanation based on the geometrial on�gurationof the unombed �eld. It is diÆult to estimate the inuene of this e�et58



in ase of an unonneted and irregular parts of the limbward and diswardparts of the penumbra, but the possibility of this e�et must be taken intoaount to avoid wrong onlusions.The most evident is the disrepany in the ase of the line-of-sight ve-loity (Fig. 45), whih has a simple explanation sine this parameter is notevaluated with respet to the loal vertial. If the Evershed ow is symmet-ri, as an be supposed, then the absolute values of the line-of-sight veloitieswould be the same only if the ow is exatly horizontal. All other values ofinlination would mean di�erent projetion angles from the limbward anddisward parts of the penumbra to the line of sight and thus result intothe asymmetry of the veloity values. Using the values of inlination, theomponent of veloity along the magneti �eld lines an be omputed, butsuh proess emphasises the values of inlination whih are more unertainthan the line-of-sight veloities themselves and is not implemented. Never-theless, this proess is used in Set. 5.2.3 to explain some harateristis ofthe line-of-sight veloity �ne struture.Although the plots in Fig. 24 are based on the values from the limb-ward part of the �rst penumbra only, they are quantitatively the same asanalogous plots from the seond penumbra. The most evident behaviourof the plasma parameters with height is the restrition of the line-of-sightveloities to the low layers of the photosphere, as is shown in the lowerleft part of Fig. 24. This was predited by the theoretial (Shlihenmaieret al. 1998) and empirial models (Solanki & Montavon 1993; Mart��nez Pil-let 2000), sine the Evershed ow is almost horizontal (see e.g. Tritshleret al. 2004, and referenes therein) and must follow the magneti �eld lines.The magneti �eld is expeted to be horizontal only in the ux tubes, whihare also restrited to low layers. However, the behaviour of the line-of-sightveloity orresponds to the model of the embedded ux tube only in thease of general point of view. In Set. 5.2.3, the results in favour of themodel of the rising ux tube are disussed along with the results whih arenot supporting this model.To estimate the reliability of the resulting values of veloity, the line-of-sight veloities were omputed from the shifts of the Stokes I pro�le of bothlines (Jur��ak et al. 2003). In Fig. 46 (Colour plates) are shown the resultsfor the �rst and seond area (left and right olumns respetively), whereasthe �rst row orresponds to the line-of-sight veloity derived from the Fe Iline at 630.15 nm and the seond row to 630.25 nm. Before the penumbralveloities are studied, it must be noted, that the umbral veloities obtainedby this method are lose to zero as expeted.The results on�rm the expeted redshift on the limbward part of thepenumbra and blueshift on the disward part. The asymmetry between thelimbward and disward part of the seond penumbra is also present, i.e.higher absolute values of veloity in the limbward part. The position of themaximal and minimal values of the veloity is omparable with the veloity59



Figure 25: The orrelation oeÆients between the line-of-sight veloitiesderived from the shifts of Stokes I pro�les and veloities obtained by theinversion ode SIR (lines) are plotted along with the sum of di�erenesbetween the absolute values of these veloities (symbols). The blue and redlines (symbols) orrespond to the �rst and seond area respetively. Solidlines and plus signs orrespond to the Fe I 630.15 nm, dashed lines andasterisks to 630.25 nm.maps shown in Figs. 41 and 45, although the absolute values of veloityobtained by this method are muh smaller than those from the SIR ode.These veloities are omputed almost from the whole line wings, andtherefore it is impossible to speify the average height whih is mainly re-sponsible for the obtained value of the line-of-sight veloity. Therefore, theorrelation oeÆient between these maps of veloities and those retrievedby the SIR ode at studied heights were omputed along with the sum ofdi�erenes between the values. The results are shown in Fig. 25, where theblue and red lines (and symbols) orrespond to the �rst and seond arearespetively. The solid and dashed lines orrespond to the orrelation oeÆ-ients omputed using Fe I 630.15 nm and 630.25 nm respetively. The plussign orresponds to Fe I 630.15 nm and the asterisk to Fe I 630.25 nm. Themaximal orrelation oeÆients are reahed at heights between 20{40 km,but the sum of di�erenes is elevated at these heights. Coming out fromthis �gure, the values of the line-of-sight veloities retrieved from the SIRode are probably overestimated at low layers of the atmosphere and beome60



reliable at heights around 50 km.In the upper left part of Fig. 24, the behaviour of the temperature withregard to the ontinuum intensity and the height in the atmosphere is shown.The dependene of temperature on the ontinuum intensity is thoroughlydisussed in the next setion. The temperature dereases on average fasterwith height in the penumbra than in the umbra, as suggests the tempera-ture gradient omputed from the values in Tab. 3, whih is higher in thepenumbra (4.42 K km�1) than in the umbra (3.35 K km�1). This an bealso explained with the presene of the hot ux tubes, whih inrease thetemperature more at the lower layers than in the upper parts of the analysedregion.The behaviour of the magneti �eld strength with height is heavily in-uened by the presene of the unresolved �ne struture. The orrelationwith ontinuum intensity is disussed in next setion, but regardless the in-tensity we see (upper right part of Fig. 24), that the magneti �eld strengthis dereasing with height everywhere and from some geometrial height in-reasing again. It seems, that the turning point is dependent on the on-tinuum intensity, it is around z = 100 km at the darkest parts and roughly150 km in the brightest parts. To explain this behaviour, the model byShlihenmaier et al. (1998) is assumed. The rising ux tubes have smallermagneti �eld than the bakground omponent. In bright areas, these tubesare rising and reahing there higher layers of the photosphere and then theybeome dark and horizontal, and aording to Shlihenmaier et al. (1998)they remain roughly 100 km above the unit ontinuum optial depth. Thisis in a good agreement with the behaviour of the magneti �eld strength.On the other hand, it would mean that the inlination should be smaller inthe bright areas than in the dark ones, beause the average inlination ofthe rising ux tube mixed with the bakground �eld should be smaller thanthe inlination of the lying horizontal ux tube mixed with the bakground�eld. In the lower left part of Fig. 24 is shown, that some dark parts ofthe penumbra have higher inlination than the brightest areas at the lowestlayers, but the di�erene is very small. Moreover, the large unertaintiesin�rm the values of inlination mainly at lowest layers whih are omparedhere. This problem is again disussed loally in Set. 5.2.3The presene of the ux tubes, whih are probably restrited only to thelow layers, makes it diÆult to estimate the harateristis of the bakgroundomponent. Therefore it is hard to say, if the magneti �eld strength of thebakground omponent is inreasing with height or not. Note, that theretrieved inrease in the magneti �eld strength ontinues also at higherlayers than are those shown in Fig. 24, and thus agrees with WestendorpPlaza et al. (2001a), who found a derease in the magneti �eld strengthin the inner penumbra and an inrease in the outer penumbra (left part ofFig. 3) and interpreted it as a sign of a anopy struture. The absolutevalues of the inlination of the magneti �eld in the bakground omponent61



are also unknown, sine the presene of the ux tubes at low layers a�etsthe obtained values of inlination at high layers more than it inuenes themagnitudes of the other plasma parameters (aording to the lowest numberof nodes for inlination). Following the argumentation about the inlinationin the umbra given in Set. 5.1, the inlination should be dereasing withheight as is shown in the lower left part of Fig. 24 even if the resultingstrati�ations are not inuened by the ux tube omponent.The azimuth of the magneti �eld is shown only in maps of the magneti�eld strength (Figs. 39 and 43). The errors of this parameter are even largerthan the errors of the inlination. Moreover, the 180Æ ambiguity of the az-imuth values further in�rm the reliability of this parameter. The orientationof the magneti �eld orresponds to the orientation of the penumbral �la-ments. The azimuths in the disward part of the seond penumbra seemto be quite unorganised mainly at the low layers, where the unertaintiesare largest. The opposite orientation of some of the arrows would be moresuitable in this region. This an be asribed to the method used for thesolution of the ambiguity problem, but even if opposite orientation of themagneti �eld is onsidered, the resulting values are not aligned in this re-gion. As only one disward part of the penumbra is analysed, it annot besaid why are the resulting values of the magneti �eld azimuth so dispersedonly there and what ould be the ause for this.5.2.2 Correlation oeÆientsIn Fig. 26, the orrelation oeÆients between the ontinuum intensity andvarious plasma parameters in di�erent penumbral regions are shown withregard to the height in the atmosphere. Note, that the main ause for thedisrepany between the values of the orrelation oeÆients in di�erentareas is the di�erent range of distanes of the points in the penumbra fromthe umbra. The dependene of the orrelation oeÆients on the position inthe penumbra was already pointed out by Westendorp Plaza et al. (2001a)as is shown in Fig. 4 on the orrelation oeÆient between the magneti �eldstrength and the inlination.It is lear that only the temperature has a lear relation to the ontin-uum intensity. Why the other plasma quantities have only a weak relationto the ontinuum intensity? There are some reasons for the small orrela-tion between the intensity and the plasma parameters. The �rst argumentregards only the temperature. This parameter was omputed with the high-est number of nodes, so there are some enhanements in the temperaturestrati�ations, whih an be seen at some intensities in the upper left partof Fig. 24. These enhanements ause the derease of the orrelation oef-�ient at the heights in the atmosphere where they are present. Therefore,only the orrelation oeÆients of temperature in Fig. 26 show osillatorybehaviour with height. Suh temperature enhanements an have the same62



Figure 26: The orrelation oeÆients between the ontinuum intensity andtemperature, magneti �eld strength, inlination, and line-of-sight veloityrespetively. The olours of the lines orrespond to di�erent plasma quan-tities and the styles of the lines to the di�erent parts of the penumbra as isexplained in the right part of the �gure.reason as the one shown in Fig. 20, i.e. too high number of nodes for thisplasma parameter. However, the spatial and height arrangement of theseenhanements seems to be organised and they are disussed in the nextsetion.Other argument regards the orrelation oeÆients of all studied plasmaparameters. It was suggested by Shlihenmaier et al. (1998) that the darkparts of the penumbra onsist of two omponents. Even if the model pro-posed in their work is not orret, the white-light observations of the penum-bra show the appearane of spatially unresolved lusters of penumbral grainswith the tail whih gradually darkens with the distane from the umbra untilit is not reognisable from the surroundings. It an be easily supposed, thatthe physial onditions in this darkened tail di�er from the dark parts of thepenumbra where no tails are presented and thus di�erent values of plasmaquantities orrespond to similar ontinuum intensities. Also the bright ar-eas an have di�erent plasma onditions, sine the areas oupied by slightlydarkened bunh of ux tubes and those oupied by the smaller amount ofrising ux tubes would have omparable ontinuum intensities.Some weak antiorrelation between the ontinuum intensity and mag-63



Figure 27: The mutual orrelation oeÆients between magneti �eldstrength, inlination, and line-of-sight veloity. The styles and olours ofthe lines are explained in the right part of this �gure.neti �eld strength an be found in Fig. 26. This antiorrelation is restritedto low layers of the photosphere in the ase of the �rst penumbra (solidline). It means that the magneti �eld is stronger in the darker parts of thepenumbra as an be seen in the upper right graph of Fig. 24 (note the inverseorientation of the y axis whih indiates the ontinuum intensity). Similardependene of the magneti �eld strength on the ontinuum intensity wasfound be e.g. Bekers & Shr�oter (1969) and Wiehr (2000), but reent stud-ies by Westendorp Plaza et al. (2001a) (same inversion tehnique applied ondata with moderate spatial resolution) and Langhans et al. (2005) (analysisbased on the magnetograms with higher spatial resolution) found strongermagneti �eld in bright �laments in ontradition. Our result supports themodel of the rising ux tubes omputed by Shlihenmaier et al. (1998), asalready mentioned in the previous setion.In Set. 5.2.3, this problem is disussed in more details along with theloal dependenies of the inlination and the line-of-sight veloities, whih donot show any strong global orrelation with ontinuum intensity. Although,slightly higher values of orrelation between the ontinuum intensity andinlination an be found at high layers of the disward part of the seondpenumbra.In Fig. 27 are shown the mutual orrelation oeÆients between the mag-neti �eld strength, the inlination, and the line-of-sight veloity. These or-64



relation oeÆients are not inuened by the argument listed above. Note,that the orrelation oeÆients that onsider the line-of-sight veloity loosetheir meaning with inreasing height, as the veloity is dereasing to zerowith height and the unertainties dominate at high layers.The most evident is the orrelation between the inlination and the line-of-sight veloity in the limbward parts of the penumbras and a weaker anti-orrelation in the disward part of the seond penumbra. This behaviour �tsthe expeted on�guration of rising ux tubes suggested by Shlihenmaieret al. (1998), where the Evershed ow is arried only in the ux tubes. Theow is slowest near the emerging point of the ux tube and beomes fasterwith inreasing distane from this point, where the tube is theoretially hor-izontal. In our ase, the angle between the line of sight and normal to thesurfae is 25Æ. If we suppose the inlination of the rising ux tube to bee.g. 70Æ, what is around the minimal value of inlination obtained at lowlayers, than the projetion of the veloity to the line of sight is obtainedby multiplying this veloity with fator os 95Æ (0.09) on the limbward sideof the penumbra and os 45Æ (0.7) on the disward part. With inreasinginlination, this fator is inreasing on the limbward side and dereasing onthe disward side of the penumbra. If we realise, that the redshifts on thelimbward part of the penumbra have positive sign and the blueshifts nega-tive sign, than it results into the strong orrelation between the inlinationand the line-of-sight veloity on the limbward side and the weaker antior-relation on the disward side of the penumbra. Note, that the derease ofthe oeÆients with inreasing inlination (i.e. inreasing distane from theumbra) on the disward side of the penumbra is more than ompensated bythe inrease of veloity with the inreasing distane from the umbra. Simi-lar results were already found by Westendorp Plaza et al. (2001b), i.e. thefastest ow is assoiated with areas, where the �eld lines are diving bak tothe sun.The antiorrelation between the magneti �eld strength and the inli-nation beomes signi�ant at high layers, i.e. the strong magneti �eld ismore vertial there. This fat is onsistent with the unombed model of thepenumbra, where the bakground omponent is stronger and more vertial.This antiorrelation is apparent at high layers, beause neither the magneti�eld strength nor the inlination have suÆient height resolution to om-pensate the presene of ux tube at low layers. It must be noted, that theantiorrelation is not obtained at low layers, where the more vertial �eldan be found also at areas with weak magneti �eld (see the next setion).The orrelation oeÆients between the magneti �eld strength and theline-of-sight veloity do not exeed the absolute value 0.4. Moreover, theorrelation oeÆients of these parameters omputed from the limbwardparts of the penumbras do not show similar behaviour, whih should beopposite to the behaviour of the orrelation oeÆient from the diswardpart of the seond penumbra like in the ase of the orrelation oeÆient65



between the line-of-sight veloity and the inlination. Therefore, the relationbetween the magneti �eld strength and the line-of-sight veloity is disussedonly with regard to the �ne struture of the penumbra.5.2.3 Fine strutureIn previous setions, some indiret evidenes for the ux tubes, whih arerestrited to low layers of the photosphere and spatially unresolved, aredisussed. The general results also support the theoretial model of therising ux tubes by Shlihenmaier et al. (1998). The loal properties of thepenumbra are losely studied in this setion.In Figs. 28 and 29, the behaviour of plasma parameters along vertialuts through the limbward and disward parts of the seond penumbra areshown. The olours of lines in the plots of temperature, magneti �eldstrength, inlination, and line-of-sight veloity orrespond to the di�erentheights in the photosphere as explained on the right side of these �gures.The dashed blak line in all of the graphs orresponds to the ontinuumintensity along the uts. On the x axis is shown the horizontal length of theuts, where the spaing between the minor tiks is 500 km whih roughlyorresponds to the spatial resolution of our observation. The position of theuts is marked in the upper right part of these �gures, where the arrowsorrespond to the dashed lines in the graphs of plasma parameters. Theselines orrespond to loal minima and maxima of the ontinuum intensity andare used as referene points for the orientation in the graphs. The lines areenumerated from left to right, e.g. the seond line orresponds to the loalmaximum of the ontinuum intensity in Fig. 28 and to the loal intensityminimum in Fig. 29.In the previous setion is laimed that the orrelation oeÆients aredereased beause similar values of plasma parameters are reahed in areaswith ompletely di�erent ontinuum intensities. This an be seen in graphsof the inlination in Figs. 28 and 29, where the low values of inlinationare found both in the darkest and brightest areas (ompare e.g. the seondand sixth line in Fig. 28 whih orresponds to the intensity maximum andminimum respetively). The magnitude of the utuations between brightand dark �laments is dereasing with height, as an be seen in graphs ofthe magneti �eld strength, inlination, and line-of-sight veloity. As is ex-plained in Set. 5.2.1, the insuÆient height resolution for these parametersan be the explanation for the �lamentary struture at high layers.The di�erenes between the two kinds of the dark omponents (Set. 5.2.2)are easily seen in graphs of magneti �eld strength and inlination. InFig. 28, the fourth and sixth lines orrespond to the deep minima of ontin-uum intensity, the �rst one being deeper. The inlinations are omparableat high layers of the atmosphere and so are the magneti �eld strengths.On the other hand, the low layers of atmosphere exhibit di�erent values66



Figure 28: The behaviour of temperature, magneti �eld strength, inlina-tion, and line-of-sight veloity along the vertial ut through the limbwardpart of the seond penumbra, whih is marked in the upper right part ofthis �gure. Detailed desription is given in the text.of these atmospheri parameters. In agreement with Shlihenmaier et al.(1998), the dark area around 4400 km an be assoiated with the darkenedtail of the ux tube, as the inlination is high and the magneti �eld weak atlow layers. The bakground omponent dominates in the dark region around7200 km, as the inlination and magneti �eld strength are almost the sameat all heights in the analysed region of atmosphere. The di�erene shouldbe observable also in the ase of the line-of-sight veloities at low layers.The veloity is high at the �rst intensity minimum at the geometrial heightz = 0 km as suggests the models of the ux tubes, but the absolute valuesof veloity are not trustworthy at this layer. At z = 50 km, the line-of-sightveloity is still higher at the �rst intensity minimum than at the seond one,but the di�erene is only 0.3 km s�1 whih is only slightly more than theunertainties at this layer.No signi�ant example of the darkened tail an be found in the dis-67



Figure 29: Same as Fig. 28, but for the disward par of seond penumbra.ward part of the seond penumbra (Fig. 29). This does not mean, thatthe model is wrong, just that the bakground and ux tubes omponentsare omparable in the resolution elements inside the dark areas along theut. The bakground omponent dominates in Fig. 29 around the eight line(8000 km), where the small values of line-of-sight veloities and inlinationsan be seen at all studied heights and the magneti �eld is the most intensethere.This separation of the bakground and ux tube omponent enables theomparison with the results obtained by the two-omponent inversion madeby Bellot Rubio et al. (2004) and Borrero et al. (2004). Although the bak-ground omponent is also hanging with the distane from the penumbra,the values of inlination smaller than 40Æ found in areas where the bak-ground omponent dominates orresponds to the values found by Borreroet al. (2004) and Bellot Rubio et al. (2004) (inner penumbra). The magneti�eld strength obtained in these areas (around 1800 G) is also in a good agree-ment with these studies, although the �eld strength is muh more dependenton the position in the penumbra and thus hardly omparable.68



Regarding the line-of-sight veloity, it is better to look for the inreasedvalues of veloity at higher layers, sine the values at z = 0 km are over-estimated, as explained in Set. 5.2.1. In Fig. 28, it orresponds to thebright areas around 1000, 5000, and 8500 km. In the white-light image ofthis �gure an be seen that these areas orrespond to extensions of brightgrains. The spatial orrespondene between the bright �laments and theow hannels was found also by Hirzberger et al. (2005). All these regionshave very similar strati�ation of all shown plasma parameters. The temper-atures at z = 50 km and z = 100 km are lose to eah other. The magneti�eld strength dereases from z = 0 km to z = 50 km, than remains almostonstant and inreases from z = 100 km to z = 250 km. The inlinationis dereasing with height in these areas. Similar behaviour an be foundin Fig. 29 around 3000 km and also around 800 km, but not so evidently.These strati�ations of plasma parameters orrespond to the existene ofthe ux tubes loated around the heights 50{100 km.In Fig. 28, the seond arrow points roughly to the border between thebright grain and some darker bakground. Aording to Shlihenmaieret al. (1998), the ux tubes are rising in bright grains. The resulting valuesof inlination are low and lose to eah other at all heights. If the owis arried by the rising ux tube, than the projetion to the line of sightwould result into the negative values of veloity whih an be seen around2200 km with maximum at the geometrial depth 100 km (in agreementwith Hirzberger et al. 2005). On the other hand, suh on�guration shouldresult into weaker magneti �eld at this height whih is not on�rmed, asthe value is omparable with the magneti �eld strength at z = 250 km.The area around 3000 km in Fig. 28 was not desribed earlier on purpose,beause very strong and improbable ows were obtained there. Strong owsat highest layers are also obtained in the disward part of the penumbra(Fig. 29 around 6000 km), but this area is losely related to the extensionof the light bridge to the penumbra and a strange behaviour an be ex-peted there. Suh extension is not observed in the ontinuum intensity onthe limbward part of the penumbra. Therefore, the retrieved strati�ationsin this area are onsidered as wrong, also beause suh strong oppositelyoriented ows are highly doubtful.The last interesting area mentioned in previous paragraph is loated inthe disward penumbra loated around the sixth line in Fig. 29. Althoughthe line-of-sight veloities are signi�ant also at highest layers, no shear inthe orientation of the ow is presented and makes the results more trustwor-thy. From the white-light image is lear, that the area spatially orrespondsto the extension of the light bridge to the penumbra. The temperaturestrati�ation is not unusual in this region, a smooth derease with height,only the absolute values of temperature are higher than in the surroundingareas at some layers. The magneti �eld is weak in this region, but surpris-ingly it is dereasing with height and the �eld strength remains low at high69



Figure 30: The behaviour of temperature, magneti �eld strength, inlina-tion, and line-of-sight veloity in the vertial ut along the bright �lamentin the limbward part of the �rst penumbra (marked in the upper right partof this �gure). Detailed desription is given in the text.layers. The peuliarity of this behaviour beomes lear, if we ompare itwith the strati�ation of magneti �eld strength in the light bridges, whihis desribed in Set. 5.3. The magneti �eld is almost horizontal at all lay-ers and the ow veloity is dereasing with height. The formation of thisstruture must be losely related to the formation of the light bridge, but inthe penumbra is moreover inuened by the rising ux tubes.In Figs. 30 and 31, the vertial uts through the bright grains are shown.Both �gures start in the umbra, ross the grain and ontinue towards thequiet sun as shown in the upper left part of these �gures. The arrowsorrespond to the dashed lines in the plots of temperature, magneti �eldstrength, inlination, and line-of-sight veloity (named from top to bottom).The olorbars in the left part of the �gures enable to estimate the magni-tudes of plasma quantities. The solid blak line in the temperature plotorresponds to the ontinuum intensity along the ut.We try to interpret the previous results with the model of rising ux tubeas was proposed by Shlihenmaier et al. (1998). Although there are othermodels for the �lamentary struture in the penumbra whih an explain ourresults, Figs. 30 and 31 losely resemble the theoretial maps of plasma pa-rameters shown by Shlihenmaier et al. (1998). Therefore, this theoretial70



Figure 31: Same as Fig. 30, but for a di�erent bright �lament.model of the �lamentary penumbra is preferred for the omparison with ourresults.The temperature along the ut shows the rising hot ux tube, whihis rapidly ooled down to the temperature of the surrounding plasma andbeomes horizontal. However, this ool ux tube an be followed in theplot of magneti �eld strength, as the �eld is weaker inside it. The uxtubes seem muh broader in the maps of magneti �eld strength than inthe temperature maps. This is aused by the di�erent height resolution, i.e.di�erent numbers of nodes for these plasma parameters.It must be mentioned here that we detet rather a bunh of rising uxtubes than a single one. With our spatial resolution around 500 km a singletube would be unreognisable. In fat, we observe a part of penumbralatmosphere penetrated by rising ux tubes with �lling fator suÆientlyhigh to give their signature to the observed Stokes pro�les.The presene of the ux tube is indistinguishable in the map of theinlination, as the height resolution is lowest for this quantity. In plaesof the ux tube, whih an be estimated from the magneti �eld strengthmap, the inlination reahes values around 70Æ from 2000 km further. Theinlination an be also estimated from the traing of the weak �eld in themagneti �eld strength map and reahes roughly 80Æ in this region. Thedi�erene of 10Æ is omparable with the unertainties of inlination at theselayers of atmosphere. 71



Surprisingly, the ux tubes annot be identi�ed in the maps of line-of-sight veloity, although the height resolution is the same as for the magneti�eld strength. Strong veloities are restrited to the lowest layers of theatmosphere, but only in plaes, where the ux tube is already horizontal(i.e. 2000 km in the ase of Fig. 30 and 1800 km in Fig 31). In Fig. 30, thenegative veloities (upows) spatially orrespond to the loation of the risingux tube, whih is again in agreement with the model by Shlihenmaieret al. (1998).5.2.4 ConlusionsThree inomplete parts of the penumbra are analysed, where two of themare loated on the limbward side of the sunspot. The studied parts of thepenumbra are highly irregular, whih makes it diÆult to ompare the abso-lute values of plasma parameters with previous results, as the magnitudes ofthe plasma quantities are highly dependent on the position in the penumbra.Nonetheless, the spatial behaviour of the plasma quantities is in a goodagreement with previous studies. The magneti �eld beomes weaker andmore horizontal with inreasing distane from the umbra at all heights. Theline-of-sight veloities are in general inreasing with inreasing distane fromthe umbra and are restrited to low layers of the atmosphere.It is shown, that the analysis of the orrelation oeÆients between theontinuum intensity and plasma parameters is diÆult, sine the dark partsof the penumbra onsist of at least two omponents with ompletely di�er-ent plasma behaviour. The lear orrespondene is found only between theontinuum intensity and the temperature. With agreement with older stud-ies and in ontradit with reent analyses, weaker magneti �eld is foundin brighter areas. Strongest aniorrelation between these two plasma quan-tities is found in the disward part of the seond penumbra, whih is onaverage the losest one to the umbra, and thus the dark parts there or-respond mostly to the bakground omponent, where the magneti �eld isstrong, and not to the darkened tail of the bright �laments with reduedmagneti �eld.The orrelation between the line-of-sight veloity and the magneti �eldinlination on�rms the results obtained for the �rst time by WestendorpPlaza et al. (2001b), i.e. the fastest ows are found in regions, where the�eld lines are diving bak towards the solar surfae. The antiorrelation be-tween the magneti �eld strength and the inlination on�rms the unombedon�guration of the penumbral magneti �eld.Although the expeted sizes of the penumbral �ne struture are wellunder the spatial resolution of the observations analysed in this thesis, the�lamentary struture is deteted (Westendorp Plaza et al. 2001a observedsimilar strutures and all them spine/interspine orrugation). It is possibleto reveal the unresolved struture even if one-omponent model of atmo-72



sphere is used, sine the ratios between the �lling fators of two (or evenmore?) omponents are hanging from one pixel to another and thus theaverage Stokes pro�les from these areas are di�erent and result into di�erentstrati�ations of plasma parameters. The found widths of the �lamentarystrutures are broader than those observed in the diret white-light imagesas they are smeared due to the lower spatial resolution.The weaker magneti �eld is loated in bright grains and in the dark areaswhih an be traed bak as the extensions of the bright �laments. The morevertial �eld is orrelated with either the bright grains or with the dark areas�lled with the bakground omponent (higher magneti �eld strength). Allof the results regarding the magneti �eld on�guration, together with theloalisation of the temperature enhanements, favour the model of the risingux tubes suggested in the work by Shlihenmaier et al. (1998).Due to the height resolution (depending on the number of nodes), thehighest values of inlination are not reahed at heights where the ux tubeis expeted. On the other hand, the line-of-sight veloity has the sameheight resolution as the magneti �eld strength, yet, the maximal values ofthe line-of-sight veloity are not reahed at heights of the ux tube, butat lowest layers, where they are most probably overestimated. However,these maxima of the Evershed ow spatially orrespond the loation of thehorizontal pats of ux tubes. In plaes of the bright grains, the upowsare observed even in the limbward parts of the penumbra (in agreementwith Shlihenmaier et al. 1998). Note that Borrero et al. (2004) foundthe maximal veloities around log � = �1, the result whih supports theloation of the ux tubes around this height in the penumbra and whih isnot on�rmed by our strati�ations of the line-of-sight veloity.5.3 Light bridgesThe on�guration of the magneti �eld and the temperature properties in theanalysed light bridges are disussed in the artile by Jur��ak et al. (2006).The results presented there are almost the same as those disussed here,although in several ases di�erent methods were used in the data redution.5.3.1 General propertiesThe average values of the plasma parameters in the light bridges are listedin Tab. 3, where the values for the narrow light bridge represent the averagesfrom the light bridge in the seond area (LB2) and the narrow part of thelight bridge in the �rst area (LB1, orange ontours in Fig. 9). In ase ofthe broad light bridge, the values are omputed from the rest of LB1 (redontours in Fig. 9). The general properties of the light bridges an be alsoestimated from Figs. 38{45. Sine the whole light bridges are observed, theabsolute values of various plasma quantities are omparable with previous73



works on light bridges.Previous results onerning the temperature in the light bridge regionwere presented in the artile by R�uedi et al. (1995), who studied the hangein temperature along one ut through the light bridge struture and founda temperature around 6400 K in the LB entre and a di�erene between thelight bridge and the surrounding umbra of around 1500 K (all these valuesreferred to �1:56�m = 1).The temperature values inferred by the SIR ode are on average lowerthan those in the infrared, whih forms deeper in the atmosphere. As anbe seen, the temperatures are dereasing with height in the atmosphereas everywhere else reahing the highest values at z = 0 km. On average(Tab. 3), the narrow light bridges are only 240 K ooler than the broad lightbridge at the unit ontinuum optial depth, but note that the ental partsof the broad light bridge reah maximal temperatures around 6300 K. Thetemperature gradient with height and also the average absolute values oftemperature are omparable with the penumbra at low layers in the aseof the broad light bridge, but the gradient is smaller at high layers as isshown in Tab. 3. On the other hand, the average temperature gradient ofthe penumbra at high layers is omparable with the narrow light bridges.Suh a oinidene is only apparent, sine the temperature strati�ationsexhibits enhanements shown e.g. in Figs. 32 and 33 in the next setion.These temperature enhanements our at heights around 100{250 km andthe typial magnitude is around 200 K, i.e. higher than the magnitude ofthe temperature enhanements in the penumbra. Around 70% of the pro�lesinverted in the narrow parts of the light bridges show the bump at a heightaround 120 km (similar to that seen in Fig. 33). The situation for the broadpart of the �rst light bridge shown in Fig. 32 is di�erent. In this �gure, thebump is higher, nearly 210 km. While 32% of the points inside the bridgeshow this temperature bump, 37% of the points in broad light bridge showa bump at a height of nearly 130 km, as in the ase of the narrow lightbridges.In Fig. 38 an be seen that these two di�erent groups of points arespatially organised inside the broad part of the �rst light bridge. At thegeometrial heights z = 0 and 50 km, the highest temperatures orrespondto the geometrial entre of the light bridge. However, at the geometrialheight z = 100 km, the temperature enhanements take e�et and highertemperatures are found near the border of the broad light bridge. At thisheight, a old temperature island is seen in the middle of the bridge. Thetemperature inside the island is 4850 K, whereas in the bright rim it reahes5400 K. As we move to high layers, the points with temperature enhane-ments are observed loser to the entre of broad LB1, losing down the islandmentioned before. The bright regions at this height are as hot as before,near 5400 K. At the highest analysed layer (z = 250 km, Fig. 38), the oolerisland surrounded by the hotter plasma is not learly distinguishable. The74



origin of suh a temperature struture is onsidered to be related to theanopy topology desribed in Set. 5.3.4 and is also disussed in Set. 5.3.5.Also, it is interesting to note that light bridges are known to have bright-enings in the hromosphere representing loal heating soures (Berger &Berdyugina 2003). The temperature bumps found here may be thought ofas the upper photospheri ounterpart to these temperature enhanements.It is well known that the light bridges harbour magneti �elds with lowerstrengths and more inlined �eld lines. Bekers & Shr�oter (1969) found aderease in the magneti �eld strength of 300 G in a weak light bridge asompared to the surrounding umbra and an inrease in inlination  � 5Æ.R�uedi et al. (1995) found a di�erene of the magneti �eld strength betweenthe umbra and the light bridge around 1000 G and a di�erene in inlinationaround 70Æ in the light bridge entre. Leka (1997), using a Milne{Eddingtoninversion (whih gives the results equivalent to the height of log �5000 = �1:5, approximately z = 200 km), found a range of dereases in B from 300 Gto over 1200 G and inreased inlinations, usually by at least 10Æ.The results presented in this work show a similar behaviour whih isshown in Figs. 39 and 43. One of the most striking features is how thelight bridges (de�ned here as the regions with lower �eld strengths), in both�gures, are seen to beome narrower as we move to high layers; this isalso evident in Figs. 32 and 33. At high layers, the light bridges are lessonspiuous as a �eld strength gap. Additionally, the �eld strength inreaseswith height. In the entre of the broad light bridge, the �eld strength anbe as low as 100 G at z = 0 km and inreases to 700 G at z = 250 km.Averaged values are given in Table 3. All parts of light bridges show, almosteverywhere, the same trend toward inreasing �eld strength with height.Narrower bridges start from a higher average value at z = 0 km (1000 G inFig. 33), but show the same trend.In order to hek if a �eld free z = 0 km atmosphere would be alsoompatible for narrow light bridges, the inversions of the light-bridge Stokespro�les were performed with the stray-light pro�les, whih had various de-grees of umbral ore ontributions (thus using stray light with nonzero StokesQ, U , and V pro�les). Notably, the �eld strength near z = 0 km is reduedonsiderably, to levels smaller than 500 G (the blue line in the �eld strengthstrati�ation in Fig. 33). This shows that a ompletely �eld-free z = 0 kmondition is not ahieved for narrow (100 wide) light bridges. The same pro-edure applied to the broad light bridge shows zero �eld strength in therange �20{50 km in the photosphere (see Fig. 32). The other inuenes ofthe hosen stray-light pro�le are disussed in the next setion.In agreement with previous authors, we also observed larger inlinationsin both light bridges. At the entre of the broad light bridge at z = 50 km,inlinations from 40Æ to 100Æ are found (Fig. 40). The tendeny for theinlination is to derease from this height upwards, ranging from 30Æ to 70Æat z = 250 km. Averaged inlination values are given in Table 3. The same75



tendeny is observed in the narrow light bridges albeit with more vertial�elds.As shown in Figs. 32 and 33, the strati�ations of the inlination arerather unertain at z = 0 km. The 1 � � errors are typially � 20Æ, whihmakes it diÆult to rely on them. Note also that the �eld strength is quitelow in these regions and thus the inlination looses its meaning.The azimuth of the �eld vetor in the light bridges is distorted from thetrend of the outward fanning �eld set by the dominating umbral ore. The�eld lines point toward the light bridge struture or along the axis of thelight bridge (Figs. 39 and 43). This trend is more evident in the broad partsof the �rst light bridge. It is interesting to mention that Leka (1997), whoobserved a larger number of light bridges, found an alignment in severalases between the vetor �eld azimuth and the diretion set by the lightbridge. The azimuth of the magneti �eld is losely disussed in Set. 5.3.4with regard to the proposed mehanism of the light bridge formation.As noted in Set. 2.2, no systemati e�ets in the veloity struture ofthe light bridges were found, as both upows and downows are observed inthese phenomena. As is shown in Tab. 3, the downows prevail on averagein light bridges at low layers and upows at high layers. The values ofthe line-of-sight veloity at z = 0 km seem to be overestimated like inthe penumbra. On the other hand, similar veloity strutures are foundby omparing Fig. 46 (line-of-sight veloities determined from the shiftsof Stokes I pro�les) with Figs. 41 and 45 and thus giving on�dene to thevalues of the line-of-sight veloity retrieved by the SIR ode at middle layers.Rimmele (1997) found evidenes for the onvetive movement in thegranular light bridges. We alulated orrelation oeÆients between theontinuum intensity and the line-of-sight veloities in the light bridges. Theonly signi�ant antiorrelation is found in the ase of the broad bart of the�rst light bridge. Antiorrelation is the sign for the onvetive motions,as the upows (negative values) are assoiated with hot (bright) areas andthe downows (positive values) with dark (ool) areas. The orrelationoeÆient reahes �0:32 and �0:43 for the line-of-sight veloities omputedfrom the shifts of the line ores of Stokes I pro�le of the Fe I 630.15 nmand 630.25 nm respetively. If the veloities are taken from the SIR ode,the antiorrelation is maximal at the highest layers and rosses the value of�0:3 at the height z = 120 km in the ase of the broad light bridge. Theveloities in the light bridges seem not to be restrited only to low layers,and thus the orrelation oeÆient does not loose its meaning at highestlayers unlike the penumbra.In the narrow parts of the light bridges, the orrelation oeÆient doesnot exeed the absolute value of 0.2, if the veloities are taken from the SIRode. The veloities obtained from the Stokes I pro�les are not orrelatedwith the ontinuum intensity in the seond light bridge, but there is a rela-tively strong orrelation in the ase of the narrow part of LB1; the oeÆient76



reahes 0.37 and 0.34 for the Fe I 630.15 nm and 630.25 nm respetively.The results indiate the possible presene of the onvetive motions onlyin the broad part of the �rst light bridge, where the granular strutureis most evident in the white-light image shown in Fig. 7. Although thenarrow parts of the light bridges also exhibit the granular struture in thewhite light, there is no orrelation with the obtained veloities. But see thefollowing setion for the possible inuene of the stray light on the retrievedvalues of the line-of-sight veloities.5.3.2 Stray lightThe possible inuene of the hosen stray-light pro�les must be disussedbefore the mehanism of the light bridge formation is suggested. The stray-light problem is the most signi�ant in the light bridges, sine these stru-tures are narrow and surrounded by the umbra. Thus, the general assump-tion that the stray light omes only from the quiet sun is highly improbablein these areas.To show the inuene of the stray-light pro�le, the inversions of somepartiular Stokes pro�les observed in the light bridges were omputed withdi�erent stray-light pro�les. The examples of the Stokes pro�les and orre-sponding plasma strati�ations are shown in Figs. 32 and 33. In the rightpart of these �gures, the observed Stokes pro�les (blak lines) are �tted bythe inversion ode, where the initial sets of parameters are the same exeptof the stray-light pro�le. In the right part, the resulting strati�ations ofthe plasma parameters are ompared.In Fig. 32, the Stokes pro�les obtained in the broad part of the �rstlight bridge are shown. The �t marked with the red lines is obtained by thestandard set of initial parameters, i.e. the stray light is taken only from thequiet sun and the stray-light Stokes pro�les Q, U , and V are zero (similarlyalso in Fig. 33). The blue lines are obtained with the stray light mixed with20% of the pro�le taken from the lose umbra and 80% of the pro�le fromthe quiet sun. Higher ontamination with umbral stray light aused a rapidinrease of the merit funtion �2 and an improbable strati�ation of plasmaparameters. The stray-light fator of the quiet sun pro�le reahes typially25% in the broad parts of the light bridge and is only slightly higher (35%) forthe stray-light pro�le ontaminated with the umbral pro�le. The resultingstrati�ations of the plasma parameters do not hange substantially in thebroad light bridge.In the ase of the narrow light bridge (Fig. 33), the blue �ts and strati�a-tions are obtained by using the stray-light pro�le only from the surroundingumbra, beause there was no signi�ant inrease of the merit funtion inthis ase. However, the stray-light fator is inreasing with inreasing on-tamination with the umbral pro�le reahing the unreasonably large value of60% in the ase of the stray light only from the umbra, whih is muh larger77



Figure 32: The Stokes pro�les observed in the broad part of the �rst lightbridge (blak lines in the left part) are �tted by the inversion ode withtwo di�erent stray-light pro�les: quiet sun only (red lines) and quiet sunwith 20% umbral ontribution (blue lines). The resulting �ts orrespondsto the red and blue pro�les in the left part and di�erent strati�ations of thetemperature, magneti �eld strength, inlination, and line-of-sight veloityin the right part.than the stray-light fator of the standard pro�le of the stray light (20%).As is already desribed in the previous setion, the inrease in the fra-tion of the umbral omponent in the stray-light pro�le auses a derease inthe magneti �eld strength at almost all heights and a slight inrease in theformation height of the anopy struture (see Set. 5.3.4). But the main78



Figure 33: Same as in Fig. 32 but these Stokes pro�les were obtained innarrow light bridge in the seond area and the blue lines orrespond to thestray light from the umbra only.result, an inrease in the �eld strength with height, remains unaltered. Theinrease of the umbral omponent in the stray-light pro�le also auses alogial inrease of the temperature at all heights.The inuene of the stray-light pro�le on the resulting strati�ations ofthe inlination and/or the line-of-sight veloity seems to be unsystemati.However, in the ase of the pro�les observed in the narrow parts of thelight bridges, similar strati�ations of the line-of-sight veloity as those inthe broad light bridges are ahieved if the stray light ontains some portionof the umbral pro�le (ompare the blue strati�ation of veloity in Fig. 3379



with the strati�ations of this parameter in Fig. 32). The absolute valuesare di�erent, but loser orrespondene an be found with smaller portionof the umbral pro�le in the stray light. Nevertheless, no onlusions anbe based on this �nding as these omputations were realised only for a fewpoints in the light bridge regions.The stray-light pro�le is a very important parameter for the inversionproess, but it is impossible even to estimate the right shape of Stokes pro-�les of the stray light. The examples desribed above show, that the straylight inuenes the results mainly in the narrow parts of the light bridges.In the broad part of the �rst light bridge, small portion of the umbral om-ponent in the stray-light pro�le does not inuenes the strati�ations muh(Fig. 32) and higher ontamination is improbable, sine the inverted Stokespro�les beome muh worse.5.3.3 Temperature enhanements and the urrent densitiesThe temperature enhanements found in the penumbra are most probablyaused by the hot plasma loated in the rising ux tubes. However, similarenhanements in the light bridges annot be related to suh strutures. Inthe broad part of LB1, the temperature enhanements reate an asymmetri\tunnel" whih is seen in Fig. 34. When this struture is followed to thenarrower parts of the �rst light bridge, the \tunnel" beomes narrower andlower. Thus in Fig. 35, the hot plasma at the lowest layers is not as nielydistinguishable from the temperature enhanements that our at heightsaround 120 km in the narrow light bridges. The ooler island in the entreof the broad light bridge desribed in Set. 5.3.1 is the natural result of thehorizontal uts through the \tunnel" struture.The only explanation for these temperature enhanements that is sug-gested here, is related to the Joule heating. The motivation for this oneptis based on the geometrial on�guration, where the temperature enhane-ments orrespond to the areas with fastest hanges of the magneti �eldstrength and orientation. Suh hanges produes the inreased values of theurrent density, whih is proportional to the Joule heating.The z omponent of the urrent density vetor J an be omputed fromthe inferred values of Bx and By:�Jz = (r�B)z = �By�x � �Bx�y ; (16)where � is the magneti permeability.The 180Æ ambiguity of the retrieved values of azimuth of the magneti�eld lines auses a problem in determining the orret values of urrentdensities. The method suggested by Semel & Skumanih (1998) is used toompute the urrent densities in both areas. This method separates theontributions to Jz due to the line-of-sight �eld and plane-of-sky �eld. The80



sign of the �rst omponent is unambiguous and the sign of the plane-of-skyomponent is spei�ed by the user as explained below. In Figs. 47 and 48(Colour plates) are shown the resulting maps of urrent densities in the �rstarea for the geometrial heights z = 50, 100, 150, and 200 km. The mapat z = 0 km is not shown , beause, as noted before, the errors in azimuthand inlination are too high there. The di�erene between these �guresis that Fig. 47 represents the largest possible urrent densities allowed bythe data and Fig. 48 the smallest ones. Similarly, Figs. 49 and 50 (Colourplates) orrespond to the maximal and minimal urrent densities in theseond area respetively. The largest urrent densities are obtained, if thesign of the plane-of-sky omponent is the same as the sign of the line-of-sightomponent. The minimal urrent densities are obtained with opposite signsof the two omponents. Note that the polarity of the urrent density hangesin the light bridges between Figs. 47 and 48 and similarly between Figs. 49and 50. This means, that the ambiguous plane-of-sky ontribution to Jz haslargest absolute value. The maximal urrent densities are omputed onlyto estimate the maximal possible Joule heating. On the other hand, theminimal values of Jz represent more realisti on�guration of the magneti�eld.Beause the full atmosphere is inferred, one should be able to omputethe full vetor J. But this step is non-trivial and will not be taken in thisthesis, beause both Jx and Jy involve partial derivatives with respet to theheight z. But the z sale is inferred by SIR assuming hydrostati equilibriumstrati�ation, whih holds only along �eld lines. At photospheri heights, theplasma beta (the ratio between the gas and magneti pressure) is not smalland a fore-free situation is hardly justi�able. Under suh onditions thestrati�ation will deviate from hydrostati equilibrium making the z saleunertain. A full derivation of the J vetor must wait until a model withan assumed MHD on�guration is onstruted (see the disussion about theWilson depression in Set. 2).Leka (1997) performed the �rst measurements of eletri urrents in lightbridges. The importane of these urrents is that they provide a quantitativemeasurement of the disruption of the normal topology of the magneti �eldin sunspots. She found typial values in a set of bridges ranging from 40to 100 mA m�2. These urrents are larger by as muh as a fator of 10than the normal values found in the umbra. Low-resolution magnetogramsalso �nd typial values not higher than a few times 10 mA m�2 (Georgoulis& LaBonte 2004). In Table 4 we provide the mean maximal and minimalabsolute values in the narrow and broad light bridge along with the averagevalues of urrent densities in the umbra. Typial errors of these averagesare around 5 mA m�2.The light bridges show the mean values that are very muh in the samerange as those found by Leka (1997) at heights around 50 km. As is men-tioned above, Leka (1997) used the Milne{Eddington inversion whih gives81



The urrent densities in:Broad Narrow Broad Narrowz [km℄ Umbramin LBmin LBmin Umbramax LBmax LBmax50 27 50 62 41 91 122100 14 32 35 26 76 91150 8 23 23 19 67 64200 7 24 14 18 65 37Table 4: The average urrent densities reahed in the umbra and the broadand narrow light bridge. The minimal and maximal values of Jz allowed bythe data are shown.the results equivalent to the height of approximately z = 200 km, whereonly the maximal possible urrent densities reah the values omparablewith her results. The narrow parts of the light bridges show mean urrentsthat are muh stronger than those in the broad light bridge, whih is ausedby the urrent-free area in the entre of the broad light bridge. But urrentpeaks are similar in all parts of the analysed light bridges, rarely exeedingvalues of �250 mA m�2 and �120 mA m�2 for the maximal and minimalurrent densities respetively. These peaks are found more often at the lowlayers than above z = 150 km level (see the loations of strong urrentsin Figs. 47{50). At high layers, the umbra shows mean urrents that aresmaller than 20 mA m�2, also in agreement with Leka (1997).The existene of inreased vertial urrents (and most likely horizontal,too) suggests that Joule heating may be enhaned in these regions. Usingmaximal urrent densities, we omputed mean values of Joule heating Jz=�,where � is the eletri ondutivity. We use the approximate expression fordetermining � (see Kopek�y & Kuklin 1969) log � = 15 + 0:93 log(Pe=Pg),where Pe (Pg) is the eletron (gas) pressure omputed by SIR.The maximal estimate of Joule heating is about 10�3 erg s�1 m�3.This energy should ontribute to the radiative losses (the divergene of theradiative ux, Priest 1982) in the light bridge region. The magnitude of theradiative losses, whih were alulated only from the z-omponent of theradiative ux, was estimated to be 104 erg s�1 m�3. This is seven ordershigher than the Joule heating ontribution. Thus, at �rst sight one would notonsider Joule heating as linked to the temperature enhanements. However,two onsiderations must be taken into aount in this regard. First of all, thespatial resolution of around 500 km is still inadequate for resolving relevantphysial sales, as the presene of a urrent sheet would require. Seond, weonly estimate the vertial omponent of the eletri urrents. This may bethe smallest of all the three omponents of the urrent vetor. One might82



Figure 34: Same as Fig. 30, but the ut is made through the broad part ofthe �rst light bridge.think that the two umbral ores on eah side of LB are like lose thikvertial ux tubes. These strutures are known to have eletri urrentsthat lie basially in a plane perpendiular to the axis of the ux tube anddistributed either throughout the whole volume or in a thin urrent sheet(Jahn 1997). Thus the vertial omponent that we see is most probablya small perturbation of the mostly horizontal urrent surrounding the uxtubes. In this ase we would be heavily underestimating the amount ofJoule heating. A proper aount of this aspet an only be made using anMHD model of a light bridge that estimates the total eletri urrent fromthe jumps in the various magneti parameters found in this work (along thelines of Hamedivafa 2003).5.3.4 Canopy strutureA magneti anopy above the light bridges has already been suggested byLeka (1997), although her model of the atmosphere gives no strati�ationof plasma parameters with height. The basi idea behind introduing theanopy struture above a light bridge is that if the �eld-free (or weak-�eld)plasma intrudes into the sunspot umbra, the umbral magneti �eld fans outover suh a region until it is bloked by the magneti �eld of the opposite83



Figure 35: Same as in Fig. 30, but for the narrow part of the �rst lightbridge.part of the umbra and fored again in the vertial diretion. In Fig. 36, theillustration of suh a anopy struture is shown.It is seen in Figs. 39 and 43 that the magneti �eld strength is weak inthe lowest layers in all parts of the light bridges. The area �lled with theweak-�eld plasma is ontrating with height. This means that the broadpart of the �rst light bridge reahes at z = 250 km a similar width to thenarrow part of this light bridge at z = 0 km. The narrowest parts of thelight bridges are almost indistinguishable at z = 250 km. The same e�etan be seen in Figs. 34 and 35, where are shown the vertial uts throughthe broad and narrow parts of the �rst light bridge respetively.The inlination maps (Figs. 40 and 44) give a similar visual impression tothe magneti �eld strength maps. Generally, the inlination dereases withheight in all parts of the light bridges, and in the narrow parts it aquiresvalues that are similar to those in the surrounding umbra (seen also Figs. 34and 35).The arrows in Figs. 39 and 43 indiate the magneti �eld azimuth. Thease represented in Fig. 36 is a simplisti, 2D senario that beomes moreomplex in real sunspots. In partiular, the �eld lines do not neessarilyhave to meet as niely as depited in our 2D piture. This is seen in the84



Figure 36: Shemati view of the magneti anopy above LB.light bridges studied here. In both ases, we observe the light bridge sur-rounded by well-de�ned umbral ores. The distortion introdued into the�eld azimuth by the light bridges auses the �eld lines to point toward thelight bridge from both surrounding umbras or along the axis of the lightbridge at low layers and resembles the situation shown in Fig. 36. Thisdistortion does not disappear with height only at the broad part of the �rstlight bridge. The azimuth diretions in narrow light bridges are dominatedby the spread of �eld lines ditated by the dominating umbral ore at thehighest layers.The presene of this anopy struture has to reate disruptions in themagneti �eld and therefore higher values of Jz. The highest values ofurrent densities an be expeted at the border between the magneti �eldof the umbra and the �eld-free plasma in the light bridge. This is whatone an see in Figs. 47, or 48, where the maximum urrents do not oinidewith the entral part of the broad light bridge, but with its boundaries.The urrents are negligible in the entre of this part of LB1 at this spatialresolution and resembles the areas of ool island in the temperature maps(Fig. 38). The areas, where the temperature enhanements are retrieved,spatially orrespond to the areas with highest urrent densities.The fats presented in the previous paragraphs are in a good agreementwith the diagram in Fig. 36, i.e. the vertial uts through the broad andnarrow parts of the �rst light bridge shown in Figs. 34 and 35 respetivelyresemble the expeted behaviour of the plasma quantities in the proposedanopy struture shown in Fig. 36. We an assume that the only di�erenebetween the narrow and broad parts of LBs is the height of emerging �eld-free plasma. In the narrow parts of LBs, the �eld-free plasma reahes lowlayers of the line-formation region. In the ase of broad LBs, it penetratesthrough the line-formation region, and the width of �eld-free plasma regiondereases with height. It is important to note here that by using umbralstray light we found that the magneti �eld in the lowest layers of narrow85



LBs an be dereased signi�antly.Similar struture of the light bridge is also desribed in the artile bySpruit & Sharmer (2006), whih is onentrated on the struture and originof the penumbral �ne struture. They desribe the bright �laments in thepenumbra as the tops of �eld-free gaps and interpret the light bridges as awider version of the same e�et. Our results support this on�guration ofmagneti �eld only in the light bridges.The retrieved strati�ations of the line-of-sight veloity are the onlyproblem as they exhibit relatively fast downows at lowest layers. It wasalready noted, that the amplitudes are not trustworthy at these layers, butin the ase of the anopy struture reated by the �eld-free gas intrudingthe umbra, one would expet at least slow upows in the light bridges, i.e.the hange of sign of the obtained values of the line-of-sight veloity at thelowest layers. Suh upows are retrieved on average only at the geometrialheight z = 100 km and above and also in the maps of veloity retrieved fromthe shifts of the Stokes I pro�les of the iron lines.5.3.5 ConlusionsTwo strong light bridges in a omplex irregular sunspot were observed spe-tropolarimetrially. For the �rst time, the strati�ation with height of theplasma parameters is presented. The hanges in temperature, magneti �eldstrength, and inlination in the light bridges agree well with previous studiesof these phenomena. The line-of-sight veloities retrieved by the SIR odein the light bridges are omparable with previous studies only at high layers,where they resemble the maps of veloities obtained from the shifts of theStokes I pro�les.The magnitudes of maximal temperature in the entre of the broad lightbridge at the geometrial height z = 0 km are omparable with the pho-tospheri temperatures of the quiet sun. The loal enhanements in thetemperature strati�ation are found in about 60% of the points inside LBs.This an be seen in Fig. 32 around z = 200 km and in Fig. 33 around z = 120km. The spatial and height distribution of these enhanements is shown inFig. 34. Taking into aount the very small unertainties in temperaturealulated by the inversion ode and the magnitudes of these enhanements,we believe that these enhanements are not artifats of the inversion methodbut real phenomena.The retrieved results on�rm not only the lower magneti �eld strengthin the light bridges, but show strong gradients with height too. The magneti�eld strength in the umbra dereases with height (1 G km�1), while in thelight bridges it rapidly inreases with gradients reahing �4:7 G km�1. The�eld is very weak espeially in the broad light bridge at z = 0 km, but isnearly equal to that of the umbra at z = 250 km in the narrow light bridges.Also the inlination shows onsiderable hanges with height. The magneti86



�eld is very inlined at low levels (espeially in broad LB1), but at high layersit has a similar inlination to the one in the surrounding umbra (espeiallyfor the narrow light bridges). The resulting strati�ation of a magneti �eldvetor with height indiates the presene of a magneti anopy above the�eld-free or weak-�eld plasma that forms both light bridges. We stress thatthis work has indeed found, for the �rst time, �eld-free regions in the broadpart of the �rst light bridge and an evidene of similar onditions in narrowerlight bridges.The light bridges are regions with enhaned vertial eletri urrents. Wehave derived the highest urrents found in non-Æ spots (up to 150 mA m�2in maps of the minimal urrent densities). This is most probably due tothe relatively high spatial resolution ahieved by our observations. But eventhese urrents annot aount (through Joule heating) for the temperatureenhanements found by the inversion ode. As pointed out before, betterresolution and an estimate of the full J vetor is fundamental for resolvingthis issue. This is important in the ontext of the ubiquitous brightness en-hanements observed in the hromosphere by TRACE (Berger & Berdyugina2003). These authors found that the light bridges have hromospheres thatare magnetially heated as they are onstantly pervaded by brightenings inthe 1600 �A images. This band forms in a temperature range from 4000 Kto 20 000 K, that is, from the upper photosphere to the transition region be-tween the hromosphere and orona. Thus our temperature enhanementsmay be related to these hromospheri brightenings. Their physial originan be linked to the anopy topology also found in this work. As explainedabove, this topology an be very omplex in 3D, harbouring �eld lines thatmeet at large angles, where a reonnetion an our.The line-of-sight veloity in the light bridges exhibits both downowsand upows at all heights. Strong downows and average values of the ve-loity retrieved at z = 0 km in�rm the reliability of this parameter at thisheight. Nonetheless, evidenes for the onvetive motions in the broad partof the light bridge are found on the basis of veloities retrieved by the SIRode at high layers and also of veloities determined from the shifts of theStokes I pro�les. It is also interesting to note that onvetive motions inthe light bridges are very dynami, so one an see the boundaries betweenthe umbral ores and light bridges in onstant hange (Berger & Berdyug-ina 2003). Aordingly, the anopy struture above is subjet to onstantreadjustment, whih in turn an form the required heating soure. Froman observational point of view, the ombination of uninterrupted hromo-spheri TRACE observations and high-spatial resolution spetropolarimet-ri data from the Japanese-led solar-B mission (launh 2006) represents ourbest opportunity to gain further insight into this problem.
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6 SummaryThe irregular leading sunspot in the ative region NOAA 8990 was observedwith the La Palma Stokes Polarimeter attahed to the spetrograph of the0.5 m Swedish Vauum Solar Telesope. The resulting spatial resolutionaround 500 km is one of the best available nowadays for the full-Stokespolarimetry. Two areas ontaining the umbral ores divided by the lightbridges and surrounded by the penumbra were sanned in the magnetiallysensitive lines Fe I 630.15 nm and Fe I 630.25 nm.The Stokes Inversion based on Response funtions tehnique was used onthese data. All four Stokes pro�les were inverted, yielding three-dimensionalinformation about the plasma quantities in these areas. We have on�rmedthat the results obtained by the inversion ode SIR are trustworthy in abroad range of heights.The resulting strati�ations of the plasma parameters are almost inde-pendent on the initial model of atmosphere and the noise does not inuenethe retrieved model of atmosphere signi�antly. However, the resulting mod-els of atmosphere are dependent on the stray-light pro�le, whih is hangingfrom pixel to pixel and it is impossible to determine it properly. The resultsare most dependent on the stray-light pro�le in the narrow parts of the lightbridges, but the main �nding disovered in these areas remains unaltered.No surprising fats are retrieved in the parts of the irregular umbrasanalysed here. The darkest parts of the umbras orrespond to the mostintense magneti �eld, whih is the most vertial there. Although the ob-tained values of the line-of-sight veloity are reahing maximal absolute val-ues around 200 m s�1 at the unit ontinuum optial depth (the geometrialheight z = 0 km), the umbra an be still onsidered to be at rest, sine thesevalues are omparable with the unertainties of this plasma parameter atthis height.The observation of only inomplete parts of the penumbra disables theomparison of the absolute values of plasma parameters, as they are heavilydependent on the position in the penumbra. However, the general resultson�rm the previous �ndings of the penumbral struture. The magneti�eld beomes weaker and more horizontal with inreasing distane from theumbra-penumbra boundary. The line-of-sight veloities are restrited tolow layers of the analysed region of heights and the absolute values of theveloities are inreasing with inreasing distane from the umbra.The general results suggest the existene of the unresolved �ne struturein the penumbra, sine the obtained maps of plasma parameters exhibitspine/interspine orrugation whih is only loosely orrelated with the �l-amentary struture observed in the diret white-light image. Our resultssupport the unombed on�guration of the magneti �eld in the penumbra,whih was suggested by Solanki & Montavon (1993) and Mart��nez Pillet(2000). This on�guration onsists of the bakground �eld (stronger and88



more vertial) interlaed with the ux tubes (weaker and horizontal mag-neti �eld). As the expeted diameters of the rising ux tubes are around100 km, they are spatially unresolved. However, the found spine/interspineorrugation an be explained by the various �lling fators of the ux tubesin the resolution elements of our observations. The regions where eitherthe bakground or the ux tube omponent prevails are distinguishable inmaps of the resulting plasma parameters. Signi�ant portion of the ux tubeomponent in the resolution element results into weaker magneti �eld thereand the inlination is dependent on the ontinuum brightness of this pixel,i.e. more brighter areas have more vertial �eld. The prevailing bakgroundomponent is haraterised by the strong and the most vertial magneti�eld observed in the penumbra. These results together with the loalisationof the temperature enhanements strongly support the model of the risingux tubes omputed by Shlihenmaier et al. (1998).The retrieved values of the line-of-sight veloities do not reah the max-ima at heights, where the ux tubes are expeted as suggests the empirialmodel by Mart��nez Pillet (2000). However, these maxima of the Evershedow spatially orrespond to the loation of the horizontal parts of ux tubes.In plaes of the bright grains, the upows are observed even in the limbwardparts of the penumbra (in agreement with Shlihenmaier et al. 1998).In this thesis, the strati�ations of the plasma parameters in the lightbridges are analysed for the �rst time. It is shown that the known fats as theinreased temperature, lower magneti �eld strength, and higher inlinationin the light bridges are dependent not only on the width of the light bridge,but also on the height in the photosphere.The temperature enhanements are found in the light bridges, with mag-nitudes around 200 km. The height of formation of these enhanements isdependent on the width of the light bridge and on the position in the lightbridge reating a \tunnel" like struture in the broad part of the �rst lightbridge. We try to interpret these enhanements as the onsequene of theJoule heating, beause they spatially orrespond to the areas between themagneti �eld of the umbra and the �eld-free plasma in the light bridge,where highest urrent densities an be expeted. However, even the maxi-mal possible values of the urrent densities (and proportionally of the Jouleheating) are too low to explain the temperature enhanements. However,the e�et of Joule heating ould be larger if also the x- and y-omponentould be taken into aount.As mentioned above, the derease of the magneti �eld strength in om-parison with surrounding umbra is heavily dependent on the height in thephotosphere. The magneti �eld strength in the umbra dereases slowly withheight, while in the light bridges it rapidly inreases. The �eld is very weakespeially in the broad light bridge at the unit ontinuum optial depth, butit is nearly equal to that of the umbra at the highest layers in the narrowlight bridges. Also the inlination shows onsiderable hanges with height.89



The magneti �eld is very inlined at low levels, but at high layers it hasa similar inlination to that in the surrounding umbra (espeially for thenarrow light bridges). The resulting strati�ations of the strength and ori-entation of the magneti �eld indiate the presene of a magneti anopyabove the �eld-free or weak-�eld plasma that forms both light bridges. Sim-ilar signatures of the magneti anopy struture were found above umbraldots by Soas-Navarro et al. (2004).The line-of-sight veloity in the light bridges exhibits both downowsand upows at all heights. Evidenes for the onvetive motions in thebroad part of the light bridge are found on the basis of veloities retrievedby the SIR ode at high layers and also of veloities determined from theshifts of the Stokes I pro�les.
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Colour plates

Figure 37: Continuum image with ontours, whih orrespond to the umbral,penumbral, and light bridge boundaries. Similar to Fig. 9, but with the sameproportions as the following �gures with resulting plasma parameters.
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Figure 38: The resulting maps of temperature for area 1. The white ontoursorrespond to the umbral, penumbral, and light bridge boundaries. Theheights given in km are the geometrial heights above the unit ontinuumoptial depth.
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Figure 39: The resulting maps of magneti �eld strength for area 1, wherethe blak arrows indiate the projetion of B to the solar surfae. Otherwisesame as in Fig. 38.
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Figure 40: The resulting maps of inlination for area 1. Otherwise same asin Fig. 38.
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Figure 41: The resulting maps of line-of-sight veloity for area 1. The thinblak ontours enlose the areas with downows faster than 2 km s�1 andthe thik blak lines the areas with downows stronger than 5 km s�1.Otherwise same as in Fig. 38.
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Figure 42: Same as Fig. 38, but for area 2.
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